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#1

KYLEHAMILTON

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•

6’4” 220 LBS FRAME
TE LOCK DOWN
DOES EVERYTHING WELL
DO-IT-ALL SAFETY THAT A
TEAM CAN BUILD AROUND

INJURIES IN 2021
MOVES LIKE HE IS 6’4” 220,
AVERAGE SHORT BURST

SCOUTING REPORT
Kyle Hamilton not only tops the Safety group, but we
have him ranked as our 1st overall player in the entire
draft class. The term “unicorn” often gets thrown around
when describing a highly rated prospect with a rare combination of traits and intangibles, but Kyle Hamilton is
as fitting as anyone we have seen in the last decade. He
brings tremendous size to the table and has a frame that
lanky, but a solid base that will certainly add muscle at
the next level. Hamilton is a true do-it-all defender that
has the makes to quarterback a defense. There have been
concerns with his agility, but he is as fluid as anyone on
tape and has true long speed. Hamilton is a coach’s dream
to cover Tight Ends and will be one of the few safeties
that can match feet with the elite threats in the league.

S1

NOTRE DAME | 6’4” 220 LBS

He’s tough to peg with an NFL comparison due to how
versatile and solid he is as a prospect and comparing him
to a player like Isaiah Simmons just doesn’t do him justice. Usually when we see safety prospects this highly
rated it is due to insane traits and athleticism but there
is so much more to Hamilton’s game than that. Hamilton
portrays shade of Derwin James, highly do to being the
complete package; he is a true defensive quarterback. He
is a natural ballhawk that is just as impressive playing
centerfielder as he is playing in the box. He has the true
potential and ability to lineup all over the field and he will
be a true jack-knife, but he is strongest when he plays
free safety.
Despite being one of our highest graded prospects, Hamilton has some minor concerns. He missed some time in
his career with injuries but nothing that was seemingly
serious. It is also worth mentioning his 40 time (4.59)
was slower than anticipated and his shuttle time (4.32)
was one of the worst in the class. However, Hamilton is
a polished prospect and minor concerns with agility and
burst are likely being overblown a bit. At the end of the
day, he is a 220 lbs Safety that missed just 2 tackles in
2021 and boasts the best range in the entire class. Hamilton is a high-IQ and high charter player that should be
drafted as a franchise centerpiece. Good teams will not
overthink this pick, as I believe he is the one prospect in
this class that is worthy of being referred to as a “generational talent”.
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NFL COMP:
Derwin James

#2 AIDANHUTCHINSON
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

ONE OF THE MOST AGILE
PLAYERS IN DRAFT CLASS
STELLAR PRODUCTION AND
HEISMAN FINALIST
ALPHA LEADER TO BUILD W/

•

BROKEN LEG IN 2020
AVERAGE ARMS, LESS THAN
IDEAL
TECHNIQUE GOOD NOT
GREAT

SCOUTING REPORT

Hutchinson was a 3 Year starter for the
Michigan Wolverines that really came
into his own in 2021. He bounced back
from a bad leg injury from 2020 and
put together as productive of a season
as anyone and finished the year with
an invite to the Heisman Ceremony as a
finalist. Hutchinson graded out exceptionally well and finished the year with
14 sacks, 10 tackles for loss, 51 hurries
and 26 run stops.

EDGE1
MICHIGAN | 6’6” 260 LBS

Hutchinson’s athleticism is often overlooked due to his strong technical skills,
but he was second on the list on ESPN’s
Freak List, which ranks the top athletes
in college football. He has a twitchy
first step that reminds me of Nick Bosa
and utilizes his raw power and strenght
naturally. He’s got the ideal size for a
do-it-all edge at the next level and he
is a no brainer top 2 pick. If the Jags decide to go another route, then he won’t
make it past the Lions at 2.
The length is less than pefect, with just
32 inch arms, but he beats almost all
offensive linemen with his agility and
technique. His technique was solid, but
it will absolutely be worked on tremendously when he gets to the NFL. The
bend is less than steller, but the aforementioned agility is elite. Hutchinson is
the rare high floor, high ceiling prospect that is almost guaranteed to make
an impact at the next level.
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NFL COMP:
Joey Bosa

#3 SAUCEGARDNER
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•
•

IDEAL LENGTH AND LEVERAGE
POTENTIAL TO BE A TRUE
PRESS/ISLAND SPECIALIST
A+ TECHNICAL SKILLSET
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION

SLIM FRAME
AVERAGE TACKLER

SCOUTING REPORT
Ahmad Gardner has everything it takes to
become one of the top lockdown corners in
the NFL. Size? Check. Length? Check. Speed?
Check. Technical skill? Check. The long and
lean lockdown cornerback out of Cincinnati took the draft world by storm this season
and has climb up to CB1 on most reputable
big boards. Not only did he produce at an extremely high level and lockdown every receiver
throughout his career, but he has some of the
cleaning and most explosive tape. Despite being light at 190 lbs, Gardner utilizes his power
and 33.5” arms efficiently and was one of the
best press corners in the NCAA. When drafting
a CB, you want length, potential, and versatility. Ahmad Gardner is a top prospect in all those
categories and is likely top 10 lock.

CB1

CINCINNATI 6’3” | 190 LBS

The downside that comes with being a lankier corner is pretty obvious. How does it affect
his tackling and strength? On film, Gardner
is a willing tackler, but also lacks the power
required to be among the exceptional run defending corners. Most times he relies on catch
and drag tackling, but he will likely be in a
shadow-lockdown role rather than a reliable
run stopper, so this isn’t a cause for concern. It
is also worth noting that he isn’t the most agile
or smooth mover in the group but possesses
some of the best catch-up speed and trailing
abilities.
The bottom line is that Ahmad Gardner is a 1st
round lock who has the potential to be a longtime star in the NFL. Gardner did play most of
his games against AAC competition, he rose to
the occasion in big games against Notre Dame
and Alabama. You could not build a more ideal
frame in a lab, which is even more impressive
considering his ball skills, instinct, and athleticism. Gardner will thrive in a press heavy,
shadow role and will contribute right away and
likely develop into the next “island” CB in the
NFL.
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NFL COMP:
Darius Slay

#4

EVANNEAL

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

CREATE-A-PLAYER FRAME
INSANE POWER & EXPLOSIVENESS
VERSITILE 3 YR STARTER AT 3
DIF. SPOTS

•

BALANCE IS UPHILL BATTLE
FOR ANY 6’7” 340 POUNDER
TOO BIG TO PLAY GUARD?
SOME SCHEMES MAY LIMIT
HIS VERSITILITY

SCOUTING REPORT

With the combination of size, explosiveness, motor and versatility, Neal brings as
much to the table as anyone this year and
is a rare high floor-high ceiling prospect.
He checked all the boxes with his measurements and carries a near perfect heightto-weight ratio. Not only did Neal dominate at the highest level, but he moved
around the offensive line every season and
made seamless transitions every time. The
Alabama Offensive Line has been a factory
for NFL talent and Neal ranks near the top
of that list. Neal also is one of the most
explosive tackles off the line, which is incredible due to his massive frame. He is a
true do-it-all tackle that has been equally
successful in both the run and pass game,
but this talented top tier of OTs could land
him anywhere from OT1 to OT3 on draft
day.
There is not much to criticize with Neal,
but he is a 6’7″ tackle, which at times can
play with his balance and weight distribution at times. I’ve heard that inside the
league there is a belief that Neal also is enjoying the “Bama Bump” from the media
and could be getting more hype than others due to name recognition, but it is hard
to not love his film and believe that he will
find a significant role in the NFL. He is going to start at tackle throughout his career
and brings a rare blend of physicality and
finesse to be an all-around player and cog
of his future offensive line. The upside is
too good to ignore and Neal brings the exact weight, frame and explosiveness that
you would build in a lab when creating the
perfect offensive tackle.
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OT1

ALABAMA 6’7” | 337 LBS

NFL COMP:
Trent Williams

#5 KAYVONTHIBODEAUX
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•
•

ELITE CEILING
INSANE FIRST STEP AND
BURST
BRUTE STRENGTH
STOCKY FRAME, LONG ARMS

•

UNDERPRODUCED
WORRIES OVER “ME FIRST
PERSONALITY”
EITHER THE BEST OR
WORST PLAYER ON FIELD

SCOUTING REPORT

Kayvon Thibodeaux entered the season
as the consensus number one pick, but
since then his stock has been a roller
coaster ride. Questions arose following
another less than stellar season production-wise but the tape speaks for itself.
His stock appeared to tank even further
this offseason after interviews and the
consensus appearing that he had a “Me
> Team” mentality. Some perceive this
as confidence, while others see it as arrogance. Regardless, it is likely just a
smokescreen rather than reality when
rumors are suggesting he really takes a
major fall in the draft.

EDGE2
OREGON | 6’4” 254 LBS

The upside alone should overweigh any
woes over personality. He may not be the
first overall pick but any team needing
to strengthen their defense will have a
hard time passing on Thibodeaux. His
playstyle is frustrating because he can
be both the best and worst player on
different plays throughout a game. His
mediocre production consisted of just
22 sacks in his career. To speak further
to his inconsistency, he had 48 pressures in 2021 and 27 of those came in a
3 game stretch.
The first step and burst off the line is
elite and even more so when it is couple
with the raw strength he possesses. He
probably also has the best bend in the
class. Thibodeaux is a trait-dependent
prospect that should have teams thinking “What If?”.
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NFL COMP:
Von Miller-Lite

#6

IKEMEKWONU

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

HAS THE FRAME AND SKILLSET OF AN ELITE MAULER
FLUID MOVER AT 310 LBS
BULLY MENTALITY AND DOMINATED AT LT

•

PROJECT AS A PASS BLOCKER
HAS ELITE TRAITS BUT
NEEDS TO REFINE SKILLSET

SCOUTING REPORT

Ekwonu brings an intriguing skillset to the
table that certain schemes will value over
Neal or Cross. Ekwonu is extremely powerful and stout, which opens up the possibilities for a run heavy scheme or even as
the potential dominant phone booth guard.
The strength cannot be understated, as he
was one of the biggest maulers in college
football last season and he makes up in arm
length what he lacks in height. He spent
the majority of his career as the starting LT
for the Wolfpack, but also had a brief role
as LG in 2020. He moves with grace and
fluidity despite being a 300+ pounder and
plays with the most violence and aggression on the field. He is also a high IQ player
with a huge ceiling and wide open door for
development.

OT2

NC STATE 6’3” | 310 LBS

For everything that Ekwonu brings as a run
blocking bully, he lacks a bit as a true pass
blocker. His tape is a bit inconsistent at
times and likely will require a steep learning curve in his early career. The biggest
thing that jumps off the tape is his sloppy footwork and seemingly careless hand
technique. Although that this is not ideal, it is something that many stud lineman face early in their career and it is the
traits that are most important in this early
tier. Ekwonu has just about everything you
could ask for in terms of traits and intangibles, but very much will be a project in
pass pro.
The high upside he brings as a run blocker will keep him inside the top 10 and as a
safe Day 1 starter.
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NFL COMP:
Von Miller-Lite

#7

DRAKELONDON

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

DO-IT-ALL WR WITH MASSIVE
CONTESTED CATCH RADIUS
IDEAL SIZE AND FRAME
FREAK ATHLETE (BASKETBALL
PLAYER FOR USC)

•
•

PLAYED 10 LBS LIGHTER,
SKINNY FRAME
INJURY HISTORY
JUST 1 YR AS THE ALPHA
DOG OF THE OFFENSE

SCOUTING REPORT

London fought for targets with Michael Pittman Jr. and Amon-Ra St.
Brown in his first two seasons, but
had a big time breakout campaign this
year before it was cut short. Through
just 8 games, London amassed 88 receptions, 1,084 yards and 7 TDs. He
brings NFL size to the table with his
massive 6’5″ frame, but is quicker
and much shiftier than most his size.
Unlike many bigger receivers who
are primarily used in specific roles,
London played all over the field and
was given anything from jet sweeps,
to bubble screens, to corner routes.
His biggest strength is probably his
contested catch ability, which he has
shown numerous times with his ability to dominate 50/50 balls, but his
ability to run routes and find space is
up to par with the best in the class.
He has a rare skillset that places his
potential somewhere in the early to
mid first round. London was a target hogging reception machine and
ranked 1st among power 5 receivers
with a PFF grade of 91.3…a true doit-all receiver.
London has what it takes to take over
games in the NFL and absolutely has
WR1 potential at the next level. There
is a lot to love with London and the
potential is through the roof.
- 12 -

WR1

USC 6’4” | 219 LBS

#8 GARRETTWILSON
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

DO-IT-ALL WR
ATHLETIC FREAK THAT
PROVED IT AT COMBINE
MULTI-YEAR PRODUCER AT
HIGHEST LEVEL

•
•

2 FIRST RD QBs THROWING
TO HIM
ROUTES ARE RAW FOR NFL
MENTAL ADJUSTMENTS OF
NFL OFFENSE WILL BE NEW

SCOUTING REPORT

Wilson is one of the most complete and
well rounded receivers in this group
and his production shows. The dynamic
playmaker has lined up all over the field
throughout his career and has shown
potential for any role or scheme that he
is drafted into. He had some of the most
astounding numbers and metrics coming out of high school, which showed at
the combine where he had outstanding
numbers (4.38 40 yard dash, 36” vertical, 123” broad, 4.36 20 Yd Shuttle).
His production has been incredible, especially when considering how talented of a group he has been apart and in
three seasons he has logged 143 receptions, 2,213 yards and 24 TDs.
He’s not the biggest prospect, standing at just 6 feet, but has a prototypical
build for his height. He may project as
a slot receiver for some offenses, which
is likely due to his incredible versatility
as an offensive playmaker rather than a
knock at his potential as an outside receiver. Whatever role he plays there will
be one thing that is very clear: when
the ball is in his hands, defenses start
to panic. We’ve seen Wilson dominate
all over field, so he certainly won’t be
pigeonholed into any specific role come
draft time.
Wilson has WR1 upside but also a very
safe floor to become a contributing
playmaker in the NFL.
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WR2

OHIO STATE 6’0” | 183 LBS

#9 DEREKSTINGLEY
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

TOP ATHLETE IN CLASS
LEGENDARY 2019 TAPE
TESTED AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL AGAINST ELITE WR
PRESS LOCKDOWN POTENTIAL

STRUGGLED WITH INJURIES
WEAK TACKLER
AVERAGE LENGTH, HEIGHT

SCOUTING REPORT
Following his 2019 freshman campaign, Stingley has been synonymous with the term “future NFL Super Star”. He broke the PFF grading scale with an all-time high grade of 91.7,
but since has struggled to stay on the field
and produce. LSU’s program has taken a fall
from fame and Stingley’s team was significantly downgraded in the following years, but
the injuries and inconsistencies are concerning
enough to think twice before taking a swing in
the early first. In terms of upside, Stingley is
one of the most complete athletes in the class
and has elite speed and agility. What is even
more impressive is the fact that he also dominated in press coverage as well, especially as
an 18-year-old freshman.
His measurements at the combine were underwhelming and even more concerning, he is
nursing a significant Lisfranc injury that held
him out of a portion of 2021 and fought through
a knee injury in 2020. We see the same story of
elite prospects “taking it easy” through college
to prep for the NFL, but a Lisfranc (foot) injury
is as scary as it gets for a cornerback prospect.
The best case scenario for Stingley is that he is
100% by the LSU Pro Day and he can showcase
his health in front of scouts, first hand.
When drafting Stingley, you are taking a swing
on a high-risk/high-reward prospect that
brings you the floor of being one of the top athletes in the entire draft class. He’s not overly
big or long, but his footwork, speed and overall
athleticism is not something that you see come
out at such a young age. Stingley held his own
in a conference filled with 1st round receivers
and constantly battled against Ja’Marr Chase,
Justin Jefferson and Terrace Marshall in practice situations. Stingley brings an elite corner
pedigree, with insane traits and an exceptionally high ceiling, but you can’t help to worry
about a concerning injury past.
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CB2

LSU 6’0” | 190 LBS

#10

DEVINLLOYD

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

IDEAL FRAME FOR A DO-ITALL MIKE
FREAKISH ATHLETE THAT
PLAYS FASTER ON FILM
NOT MANY HOLES IN GAME

•

4.66 40 YARD DASH WILL
HAVE SCOUTS CONCERNED
TACKLING CAN GET RECKLESS

SCOUTING REPORT
Lloyd headlines this class as the most well
rounded linebacker of the group and checks
just about every box needed to be a successful
player at the next level. Lloyd is an all-around
package that will bring NFL size, speed and
playmaking ability to whoever drafts him. Not
only does he make some of the best flash plays
on film, but it is also very hard to spot a time
where he makes any mistakes. Not only does
he have an incredibly high NFL ceiling, but the
floor is also higher than most in this class.
Along with being a sideline-to-sideline tackling machine (118 tackles in 2021), Lloyd was
also one of the most effective defenders as both
a pass rusher and in coverage. I hesitate to
compare him to Micah Parsons, because Parsons is a generational talent, but as a prospect
they both offer that extremely well rounded and versatile ability. Lloyd added 8 sacks,
31 total pressures and 16 hurries, which made
him one of the most dominant pass rushers in
the PAC-12. In coverage he allowed 31 of the
44 targets against, but only 1 TD compared to
his 4 interceptions, 3 pass breakups and 53.9
passer rating allowed. Lloyd flies all over the
field and has the well diversified skillset that is
necessary to be a successful LB in the modern
age of the NFL.
There really aren’t many legitimate holes in
Lloyd’s game, but he will certainly be tested to
become a better all-around tackler at the next
level, which is a common step up for all defensive players. He did miss 14 tackles, which
isn’t anything out of the ordinary for a linebacker that played 850 snaps and had 118 tackles, but any NFL coach will see his skillset and
potential to improve to become one of the best
in the league. He absolutely has the potential
to be an every down linebacker that will be the
heartbeat and soul of the defense he joins.
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LB1

UTAH 6’3” | 237 LBS

#11 JAMESONWILLIAMS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•

BLAZING SPEED
DOMINANT 2021 SEASON
WHERE HE PROPELLED BAMA
TO NATTY
ELITE R1 SKILLSET

•

SLIM FRAME
COMING OFF ACL INJURY
FROM JANUARY
JUST 1 YEAR OF PRODUCTION

SCOUTING REPORT

Williams, an Ohio State transfer, has
had a storybook season that will be
capped off by an epic playoff run with
the Crimson Tide. He has been a late
riser, primarily due to his nearly nonexistent usage at OSU before this season, but has showcased an elite skillset
on one of the biggest stages in college
football. He went from a 9 catch season
to posting 68 receptions for 1,445 yards
and 15 TDs on his way to earning 1st
Team All-American honors. Williams is
slim, but fits through gaps in coverages
and blows the top off of defenses with
grace.
He is an absolute burner, but his game
is far more sophisticated than that. His
elite athleticism is clear and his route
running is much cleaner than expected,
but possibly his most surprising trait is
his ability to pick up hard yards after
the catch. Early on, I see Williams as
more of a role player than the dynamic trio listed above, but the potential
is through the roof. All it takes is one
team to fall in love and Williams very
well could be the first receiver selected
on draft night.
I have a feeling that had he stayed
healthy, then he would likely be the
number 1 WR off the board and possibly
a National Champion. A good team will
have a hard time passing on Williams
and will be willing to wait on his speed.
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WR3

ALABAMA 6’1” | 179 LBS

#12 CHARLESCROSS
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

IDEAL SIZE AND FRAME OF A
BLINDSIDE (34.5” ARMS)
MOVES LIKE A TIGHT END
FOOTWORK IS QUICK AND IN
SYNC

RAW PROJECT
LIKELY LIMITED TO TACKLE
TIGHT FEET THAT COULD
IMPACT BALANCE LONG
TERM, LIKELY EMPHASIZED

SCOUTING REPORT

When we talk about big boys who
can move, Charles Cross is that and
more. He is one of the most nimble
movers players in this class, which is
exciting given this guys skillset and
tape. There is a lot to work with here
in Cross, but the raw ability and ideal
frame is more than enough to keep
him as a top tier prospect and future
1st round pick. Cross has the tangible traits to thrive and has the feet,
size and length to become a longtime
blindside pass protector.
Cross is a high ceiling prospect, but he
is going to face a steep learning curve
and is certainly a project. Although
he will very much be a plug and play
left tackle following draft day, but
his footwork and athleticism will be
challenged by top tier edge rushers
early on. The pass blocking skillset is
great, but it could take some time for
Cross to catch up to the speed at the
next level. He has the desired length
and skillset to thrive as a LT in the
NFL and will develop best by being
thrown into the fire right away.
Cross is an ideal blindside tackle that
has high traits and potential. He
should be drafted as an immediate
starter for a tackle-needy team.
- 17 -

OT3

MISSISSIPPI STATE 6’5” | 307 LBS

#13 TRAVONWALKER
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

PERFECT FRAME WITH 35 INCH
ARMS AND 11 INCH HANDS
COMBINE HERO
NFL BULLRUSHER WHO HAS
90TH PERCENTILE SPEED

•

SIZE-SPEED PROJECT
JUST ONE YEAR AS A CONTRIBUTOR
ONLY 20 HURRIES AND 5
SACKS IN 2021

SCOUTING REPORT

Perhaps the biggest offseason riser, Travon Walker has emerged as
the player most likely to dethrone
Hutchinson from being the Jags #1
pick. I see the upside with Walker, his freakish athletic abilities and
perfect size, but I am not ready to
jump his stock into the top 2. Simply put, the production was not there
and the film and I view Walker as a
player with tremendous upside but
also extremely high risk. We see uber
athletes come through the edge position annually, but it is far from a
guarantee that they will pan out.
Walker had just 11 sacks in the last
3 seasons combined and didn’t play
much of a role until 2021. At 6’5” 275
lbs, he brings the ideal frame with
exceptional 35 inch arms. What is
even more impressive is the speed
that he showcased at the combine,
running a 4.5 40 yard dash and 6.89
3-cone.
The upside is tremendous and freakish but his lack of experience and
raw film very much makes him into
an NFL Project. Buyer be weary when
selecting the freakish pass rusher
who could’ve been built in a lab.
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EDGE3
GEORGIA | 6’5” 275 LBS

#14 TRENTMCDUFFIE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•
•

HIPS ARE AS FLUID AS THEY
GET
PLAYS UP TO HIS SIZE
A+ BALL SKILLS
LIGHTINING QUICK (4.44 GUY)

•

LACKS LENGTH FOR PROTOTYPE PRESS CORNER
PART OF EXCEPTIONAL
SECONDARY THROUGHOUT
CAREER

SCOUTING REPORT

McDuffie isn’t the most physically overwhelming cornerbacks, but in today’s
age teams prioritize movement and
speed over size. Fortunately for McDuffie, he is one of the smoothest movers
in the class, which showed up on tape (0
TDs allowed) and at the combine (4.44
40 yd). His acceleration and agility is
elite and top of the class, which pairs
well with some of the oiliest hips I have
seen in a while. He smoothly transitions
in and out of breaks, which comes in
handy due to his underwhelming height
and length (29 ¾ inch arms). Don’t mix
up height and size, as he is a sturdy 193
lbs and is one of the most willing and
technical tacklers out of this group.
Length is an obvious detractor, which
could also limit his role as a press corner as soon as he arrives. I will be interested to see how his strength transitions at the next level, as guys will be a
lot bigger, faster and stronger than any
of the Pac12 talent he faced. Lastly, the
ball skills are significantly holding him
back from being an elite tier defensive
prospect, which will need to be focused
on in his early career.
The versatility and athleticism will keep
McDuffie inside the 1st round, but don’t
expect him to be pressing and shadowing receivers anytime in his early
career. His speed, agility and tackling
abilities could also thrust him into an
early nickel role to get his feet wet in
the NFL.
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CB3

WASHINGTON 5’11” | 193 LBS

#15

MALIKWILLIS

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•

BEST PURE ARM IN CLASS
COULD BE A TOP RB PROSPECT
IN THIS CLASS AS WELL AS QB
HIGH CHARACTER PROSPECT &
ALPHA LEADER

•

PROJECT IN TERMS OF DEV.
PRODUCTION DIPPED IN
2021
JUST 2 YR STARTER WHO
LEFT SEC

SCOUTING REPORT

To say that Willis is comparable to Josh
Allen or Patrick Mahomes as an unpolished prospect is a major reach, but
there are times on tape where he flashes off platform throws that certainly
scream “NFL”. Simply put, Mahomes
and Allen belong in a class of their own
and are just two prospects that ended up becoming elite level talents and
should not be the standard for “unpolished” prospects.
Willis is sturdy and runs like a running
back, which is just another strength
to add to his repertoire. At times his
twitch and quickness can turn broken
plays into big gains, which is certainly
a plus for a young QB in the NFL. The
WOW-factor is certainly there for Willis and at times he made some of the
craziest throws in the class, but he also
played at a lesser level of competition
and got away with some things that he
probably wouldn’t have at the speed of
the SEC or ACC. Lastly, the mental processing needs some work as he clearly
is caught off guard at times and even
baited by opposing safeties, which is
something that usually should be reversed for a top QB candidate.
Willis won me over at the Senior Bowl
where I watcheh him throw next to the
rest of the class...Willis is in a league of
his own.
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QB1

LIBERTY 6’0” | 219 LBS

#16

NAKOBEDEAN

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

•

BULLDOG MENTALITY
HIGH CHARACTER ALPHA
GREAT PASS RUSH/DEFENSE
COMBO
ELITE CFB PRODUCTION

FAR FROM PROTOTYPE SIZE,
FRAME, LENGTH, SPEED

SCOUTING REPORT
It is only fitting that Dean was the heartbeat
of Georgia, because his playstyle and mentality
resembles a true bulldog. Dean may not be the
biggest or strongest linebacker, but he can absolutely play the game as well as anyone. Dean
plays with a major chip on his shoulder and
is equipped with some of the best intangible
skills in this draft class, which certainly will
win over teams.
Despite being small, he still rips through
blockers with 80+ lbs on him. He may be a step
slower than some of the “prototypical” prospect but he has a great head for the game and
can sniff out a play as quick as anyone. Even
though he isn’t one of the longest prospects,
he still was a tackling machine and only has a
career miss rate of 11.2% compared to his 158
tackles. Dean was the alpha of the Bulldogs defense, which should ease concerns due to the
fact that other more “prototypical” prospects
like Quay Walker and Channing Tindall were
behind him for years.
Dean was a menace in pass rush and added 8
sacks, 31 pressures and 17 hurries, which is
even more impressive when you look at his
ability in coverage. In his 324 coverage snaps,
he allowed just 21 receptions to his 36 targets
(58.3% reception rate), while allowing just 122
yards. He didn’t allow a single TD throughout his career and had 2 interceptions and 2
pass breakups while allowing a passer rating
of 41.7. There obviously always are concerns
when prospects come from such talented defenses (see some of the classes from Clemson
and Alabama now in the NFL), but I think that
should be a bigger concern for the weaker guys
in the group rather than Nakobe Dean or Jordan Davis. Dean is an undersized pitbull that
plays up to the competition and has the intangible abilities to make up for it and keep his
draft stock as a first-round grade.
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LB2

GEORGIA 5’11” | 229 LBS

#17

JORDANDAVIS

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

ABSOLUTE MONSTER WITH
BRUTE STRENGTH AT 340+
FREAKISH MOVER FOR SIZE
(4.7 40 YD)
DOMINANT RUN STUFFER

•
•

CONDITIONING ALWAYS IN
QUESTION
MIGHT BE A 2 DOWN PLAYER
PROJECT IN PASS RUSH

SCOUTING REPORT

Jordan Davis was one of, if not the most
fun player to watch in all over college
football and played a critical role in locking down a National Championship for the
Georgia Bulldogs. Davis weighed in light
at the combine, down over 30 lbs from his
believed 2021 playing weight of 370+. This
surely alleviates some concerns regarding
conditioning, versatility, and overall potential. Davis tested like a monster, running a 4.7 40-yard dash at his size, which
is absurdly unheard of and likely boosted
his stock as a 1st round lock. Above all else,
he is also a high character prospect with a
coachable demeanor as well as exceptional leadership qualities. There are not many
NFL offensive lineman that will be able to
handle the size and quickness that Davis
brings to the table. He is laughably large
and is pegged as an NFL nose tackle, but he
moves like a cat and has potential to develop into a do-it-all interior defender.
The biggest concern with Davis, which is
backed up in plain sight by the numbers,
is his conditioning and ability to be a every
down player in the NFL. He played just 378
snaps in 2021 and didn’t add much pressure on the QB with just an 8.1% pass rush
success rate. However, he was an elite run
stuffer that has a scary combination of size
and athleticism that will be utilized properly by the right team.
I think Davis is the type of prospect that
will spend his early career in the A Gap as a
2 down defensive tackle, but his traits and
power is scary and could certainly become
an elite NFL DT.
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DT1

GEORGIA 6’6” | 341 LBS

#18 TREYLONBURKS
WR4

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

VERSITILE AS ANYONE
THICK FRAME WITH HUGE
POWER
LONG SPEED
DO-IT-ALL WR PROSPECT

•

COMPLAINTS OVER TESTING, BUT HE’S HUGE
NOT AS TWITCHY AS THE
SMALLER WRs

SCOUTING REPORT

On film, Burks is one of the most
powerful receivers in recent memory and although I am not big on NFL
comparisons, he has a similar skillset to AJ Brown. He shocks defenders
with his deceptive speed, then hits
anyone who gets close enough with
a powerful stiff arm to the turf. In
particular, his game against Alabama
is where his NFL potential was put
on display for nation to ultimately
catch onto how dynamic of a player
he is. Burks spent most of his time
playing out of the slot, but also lined
up out wide as well as in the backfield in certain scenarios.
Like London and Wilson, Burks is a
do-it-all guy with the makeup to become a true number one receiver, but
one aspect that sets him apart from
the class is his exceptions YAC ability
due to his combination of size, speed
and power.
WR is a tough position to predict,
due to the schematic dependency of
team selections but Burks is a player
that any creative playcaller can have
a field day with. The tremendous
power, production and potential are
what keeps him as a top 20 player on
my board.
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ARKANSAS 6’2” | 225 LBS

#19 JERMAINEJOHNSON II
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

HUGE PRODUCTION IN ‘21
WITH 14 SACKS, 25 HURRIES
MAYBE TOP BENDER
700+ SNAPS IN ‘21 MAKES UP A
BIT FOR LOW P5 EXP (61 PG)

•

LATE BLOOMER - 2 YRS AT
CC THEN 2 YRS OF BACKUP
AT UGA
NEEDS TO USE BOTH HANDS
AND LEARN MORE MOVES

SCOUTING REPORT

To call Johnson a late bloomer would
be an understatement but he made up
for it with a tremendous 2021 season
where he logged 736 sacks and led
the Seminoles with 14 sacks. Johnson started his career at Last Chance
U as one of the top prospects coming from Independence Community
College. After two years, he earned
a scholarship to play for the Georgia Bulldogs, but was just a rotational player due to their more-thanstacked front 7 that contained edge
rushers like Azeez Ojulari, Travon
Walker and Adam Anderson.
It is very encouraging that Johnson
finally found his footing in 2021 and
he further strengthened his role by
showing out at the Senior Bowl and
leaving scouts, including myself,
speachless. He was the alpha of the
group in Mobile and put on a clinic against every player he faced. At
6’5” 254, he has an ideal frame for
the next level, especially when considering his 34 inch arms that are
packed with power. He is a very toolsy prospect, which always is a major
deal for Edge rushers.
Johnson is an every down edge rusher than can fill many roles for a defense and will specialize in getting
after the QB.
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EDGE4

FLORIDA STATE | 6’5” 254 LBS

#20

CHRISOLAVE
WR5

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•
•

CRISPY ROUTE RUNNER W/
TRACK SPEED
MULTI-YEAR PRODUCTION
NOT MANY WEAKNESSES
WILL BE NFL DEEP THREAT

•

STRUGGLED WITH YAC
AGILITY IS GOOD, NOT
GREAT FOR SIZE
SMALL FRAME, JUST 10 CAREER BROKEN TACKLES

SCOUTING REPORT

Olave took the gamble last year and
elected to return to school for another season, despite having a 1st round
ceiling and Day 2 floor. Whether that
gamble will pay off is still unclear,
but what is clear is that Olave is very
much in the 1st round conversation.
Olave has sprinter’s speed that pairs
well with explosive and jittery athleticism, which helped him find the
end zone 35 times in his career. The
4 year career certainly shows in his
IQ and ability to find space or gaps
in the zone. Run blocking certainly
won’t be his biggest strength and I’d
like to see him improve on the 50/50
balls when he gets to the league.
Olave is one of the best deep threats
and ball trackers in the class but really didn’t show much YAC-ability at
Ohio State. I mentioned that he has
a similar skillset to former Buckeye
Ted Ginn Jr., except for Olave actually has sticky hands.
The routes are top notch as well
but there really isn’t too much of a
threat when the ball is in his hands.
He broke just 10 tackles in his 4 year
career, which is concerning. Olave is
a deep threat that can develop into
something special but will consistently need to add on weight and
power.
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OHIO STATE 6’0” | 187 LBS

#21

BREECEHALL

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

IDEAL BLEND OF SIZE AND
SPEED
TOUGH RUNNER THAT IS EXCEPTIONAL IN OPEN FIELD
GREAT VISION

LACKS ELITE TWITCH, BUT
STILL VERY AGILE

SCOUTING REPORT

Hall seems to be the most complete RB
prospect in the class. He checks most boxes with a great frame and speed combo,
but also has some of the best vision in to
go along with that. One of the top producers in the nation, Hall has compiled nearly 4,000 rushing yards and 50 rushing TDs
in 3 years with the Cyclones. Hall was one
of the most consistent players in college
football and received back to back 1st Team
All-American and Big12 POY honors.
He played the bell-cow role for a majority of his career, in which he excelled at
chipping away and wearing down defenses before breaking off big plays. He moves
with grace, but also runs through contact
and gets the extra yards on every play and
one of his greatest strengths is his ability
to turn a broken play into a big gain. He
displays exceptional balance while carrying the ball and always seems to stay up
and pick up the extra yards. As a receiver,
he is versatile and natural with soft hands
that added up to 82 career receptions and
6 TDs. His greatest strength lies in in the
open field, where he is most dynamic and
elusive. It is also worth noting that he
played behind weaker offensive lines while
at Iowa State, but still always produced at
an extremely high level and was typically
the best player on the field.
His burst is far from elite, but we’ve seen
plenty of these type of prospects become
very successful at the next level. He is a
top 30 prospect and I think worthy of a 1st
Rd pick.
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RB1

IOWA STATE 5’11” | 217 LBS

#22

JALENPITRE

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

A TRUE FRANCHISE BUILDING
BLOCK...TRUE PROFESSIONAL
HEART & SOUL OF BAYLOR
PLAYED “STAR” POSITION,
WHICH PREACHES VERSITILITY

•

AVERAGE SIZE
LIGHT FOR SAFETY, BUT
4.46 SPEED
CONCRETE HIPS

SCOUTING REPORT

Every year I keep a list and listen closely for
a very specific kind of prospect. The type
that may have a few boxes left unchecked
but brings exceptionally high intangibles
to the table such as coachability, character, grit and professionalism, which all
come in handy this time of the year during
interviews and often leads their stock to
strengthen. Pitre ranks towards the top of
that list this year.
He was the defensive quarterback of Baylor’s Big12 Championship team and played
in the “star” position, which essentially
moved him all over the field. Pitre’s is a
pure football player that brings a deeper
understanding of the game than your average prospect and has a true nose for the
ball. He excels in the areas that cannot be
coached and also brings a fire and motor
that will cause a front office to fall in love
with him.
At sub 200 and a hair under 6 foot, Pitre
is a bit small to be a box heavy safety. His
role likely will be as a nickel corner or free
safety. He doesn’t have the most fluid hips
and at times is a bit clunky, but he has great
eyes and instincts that helped him make
up for that. That will be an uphill battle
in the NFL, where QBs and WRs will take
advantage of that with ease. Lastly, he’s
not the most technical tackler and at times
struggles to get lower or really break down
in space. I will reiterate, Pitre brings a lot
more to the table that what meets the eye.
He will be a project but can play a limited
role as he grows and has the type of character and professionalism that it takes to
make it at the next level.
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S2

BAYLOR 5’10” | 198 LBS

#23

DAXTONHILL

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

VERSITILITY THAT CAN FILL
DIFFERENT SCHEMES AND
ROLES
ELITE SPEED
POUND FOR POUND BEAST

•

THIN FOR A SAFETY
WILLING TACKLER, BUT
NOT BEST
BAILED OUT BY EXCEPTIONAL FRONT 7

SCOUTING REPORT

When you think of modern NFL defensive backs, Daxton Hill is your guy.
Insane speed, versatility, and explosiveness…Hill possesses what it takes
to keep up with today’s high powered
passing attacks and I can’t help but
peg Hill in the AFC West in most of my
mocks. For Hill, I am not 100% sure
where he fits as an NFL defensive back,
but that isn’t a bad thing. He is the type
of player I could see fitting so many
different roles, whether it be as a true
free safety, nickel corner or even playing on the outside. He did it all at Michigan and spent most of his time in the
slot, but his rangy and explosive skillset
could favor a role deep.
Hill is a willing tackler and plays up to
his size, but that’s a much tougher task
when transitioning into the NFL. At just
190, he will need to throw on weight and
his “versatility” stops when it comes
to talking about playing in the box. He
held his own tackling in the Big10, but
what happens when he has to stop Derrick Henry? Hill is a true 4.3 guy that
will be able to match feet with anyone,
but the concerns that revolve around his
frame that keeps him as a riskier prospect. Regardless, Hill brings a lot to love
and it’s not often that DBs this versatile
come along. The traits alone are enough
to keep Hill as a top 50 prospect, but I
believe the versatility is what will push
him into the late 1st round.
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S3

MICHIGAN 6’0” | 190 LBS

#24 TYLERLINDERBAUM
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

TOP CENTER PROSPECT THAT
GRADED OUT EXCEPTIONALLY
HIGH FOOTBALL IQ AND TAKES
CARE OF BUSINESS
RUN BLOCKING MAULER

ON SMALLER END
WON’T MOVE OUTSIDE
SHORT AND STOCKY FRAME
BUT FINE FOR INTERIOR

SCOUTING REPORT

Linderbaum may be the most fun prospect to scout in this entire class as he
brings old school muscle to the modern game. He racked up the awards and
trophies in 2021, as he was a unanimous
All-American and won the Rimington Trophy awarded to the nation’s top
center. Linderbaum dominated college
football as one of the most explosive run
blockers and high IQ offensive lineman.
He played a key role in the development
of a young quarterback and finished
the season as the highest graded player
in college football by PFF. Linderbaum
flies around the field with exceptional
speed that resembles a Tight End.
The downside is a bit obvious, as he
weighed in below 300 lbs with very
short arms for an offensive lineman…
the frame is far from perfect. However,
his intangibles make up for any detractors, and 296 lbs is not tiny for an NFL
center. He will add on mass throughout
his career and at the end of the day, the
things that cannot be taught are his exceptionally high IQ play style and symphonic technique.
Bottom line is that Linderbaum is a high
floor player at a position that typically doesn’t go in the 1st round. However, recent prospects’ early success like
Creed Humphry could change that train
of through.
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IOL1

IOWA 6’2” | 296 LBS

#25 DEVONTEWYATT
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•

VERSITILE DEFENSIVE TACKLE
THAT CAN PLAY MANY ROLES
AND SCHEMES
A BURST AND QUICK FIRST
STEP THAT IS ELITE

UNDERWHELMING POWER
PASS RUSH TOOLBOX IS A
BIT ROUGH AROUND THE
EDGES BUT HAS MAJOR POTENTIAL

SCOUTING REPORT

Devontae Wyatt is the second of the elite
tackle group, both who hail from the same
defensive line from Georgia. Wyatt is a
very versatile and athletic defensive lineman that moves exceptionally well and
packs a very decent punch for his borderline-small DT frame. He lacks the elite
frame that we look for and had underwhelming sub-33-inch arms, but the refined skillset and toolbox of techniques are
very high end. The explosiveness is likely
his best trait, as he might have as good of a
first step as any lineman in the class. That
was further backed up by an impressive
combine where he ran a 4.77 with an impressive 1.6 10-yard split. He further added to his strong performance with a 7.45
3-cone drill, which now ranks him as the
62nd RAS since 1987. The frame and power
is lacking elite status, but the film shows
steady improvement and ideal versatility to
be worthy of a 1st round pick.
The physicality is probably the biggest detractor from Wyatt’s stock, but he could fill
a variety of roles that will allow him to get
creative in his pass rush abilities. Teams
likely won’t be looking for huge sack production when selecting a defensive tackle, but Wyatt has an impressive, yet raw
pass rush packages that suggests he could
move around the defensive line and fit any
scheme. A team can get creative with Wyatt
and his combination of raw athletic skills
and explosive first step should be enough
to not dwell on the underwhelming length
and brute strength. Wyatt is a good football
player that has the potential to be great,
given the opportunity.
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DT2

GEORGIA 6’3” | 304 LBS

#26 ZIONJOHNSON
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

PHONE BOOTH GUARD
VERY SMART PLAYER
GREAT VERSITILITY
HIGH CHARACTER & COACHABILITY

LACK ELITE BURST
LATE BLOOMER
NOT MUCH HELP IN PASS
PRO

SCOUTING REPORT

Johnson is the classic phone booth
guard that brings an exceptional blend
of brains and brawn to the table. His
stock blew up at the Senior Bowl, where
he was highly praised by scouts for his
on-field work ethic and off-field professionalism. Johnson was also vocal
about being open to playing all 5 spots
throughout the week, rather than dismissing advice for NFL personnel as we
have seen from time-to-time with diva
prospects. Obviously, ability and ceiling are the most important things for a
prospect, but professionalism and flexibility go a very long way in this business. Johnson brings tremendous power
to the table and has ideal size and frame
for an NFL interior lineman.
Johnson lacks elite burst and get off
and is often caught off guard by more
advanced blitzes. It is also worth noting that he was a 5th year senior, but
still will be just 22 for the majority of
his rookie year. With Johnson it is what
you see is what you get. He is a highly
consistent offensive lineman that will
be a starting interior lineman for a long
time, but he is far from an athletic freak
at the position so he could get selected
anywhere from the mid-1st to the late
2nd.
Zion Johnson is the type of prospect
that will win over a front office with his
potential and professionalism.
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IOL2

BOSTON COLLEGE 6’3” | 312 LBS

#27 KENNYPICKETT
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

SOLID ARM & MOBILITY
GREAT ANTICIPATION
HIGH FLOOR PROSPECT
ZONE-SHREDDING, CHAINMOVER

TINY HANDS
TOOK 5 YRS TO BLOW UP
CHECKS BOXES BUT
DOESN’T DO ANYTHING EXCEPTIONALLY WELL

SCOUTING REPORT
I think the intangibles are as good as they
get in this class. He is not only the highest IQ
passer, but also has one of the best arms and
dissects defenses better than anyone. He clearly throws with great anticipation and has the
timing down and trust in his receivers to make
the anticipatory throws. He’s athletic enough
to get loose, which reminds me of Joe Burrow
in that aspect, but he likely is even a bit faster.
While many young QBs love to take deep shots
for the home run ball, Pickett often elects the
easier pass that will move the chains…a sign
on maturity on the field. Often times, young
NFL QBs will get caught chasing the big time
plays, which often leads to frequent 3 and outs,
which is something that no QB can win games
doing.
He often displays a deceptively strong arm,
with certain instances where he makes incredible throws across his body and off-platform.
Although those type of aggressive throws will
be scolded by his future coaches in the NFL,
it is a magnificent display of his natural arm
strength. He, by no means has the arm strength
of Patrick Mahomes or Josh Allen, but those
guys are outliers in NFL history and it is not
often that a prospect like that comes around.
Pickett reminds me a bit of Russell Wilson with
the way he keeps eyes up when rolling out,
which is a trait that many young NFL QBs still
haven’t learned.
Pickett has some of the smallest hands we have
ever seen for a QB. In the last five draft classes,
we have seen just two prospects drafted with
hands that are smaller than 9 inches. The concern does not only rely on the lack of success
from smaller-handed QBs, but also because we
have not seen a highly graded QB with hands
anywhere in this realm. This is an experimental scenario.
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QB2

PITTSBURGH 6’3” | 217 LBS

#28 ANDREWBOOTH
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•

EXCEPTIONAL ATHLETE
5 STAR PEDIGREE
VERY FAST AND BIG TIME
PLAYMAKING STUD

JUST 1 YEAR AS A STARTER
SHORT ARMS AND LIKELY
NOT NFL PRESS CORNER

SCOUTING REPORT

Booth is another prototypical cornerback with a 5-star pedigree and elite
background. Clemson played a ton of
zone and shell coverages, but Booth
was one of the few bright and shining stars of their 2021 team. Booth is
a high IQ cover corner that has the
potential to have success in a versatile defense and doesn’t have many
weaknesses in his well-rounded
game. He is a great athlete and swift
mover with great reach and strength.
In terms of speed, both is very agile
but not the purest sideline-to-sideline sprinter. It is also worth mentioning that Booth was just a oneyear full time starter, as he was
behind other players like Derion
Kendrick and A.J. Terrell at Clemson.
Booth is an all-around, versatile
cornerback that will appeal to many
different schemes and fronts. He has
great size and length but will need
to work on his tackling and technical coverage skills. He is a high IQ
prospect with a lot of natural abilities to love that will likely keep him
in the tail end of the 1st round or a
high priority in the 2nd. Lastly, it is
worth noting that teams could let
Booth slide due to a recent surgery
for a nagging hernia injury.
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CB4

CLEMSON 6’0” | 194 LBS

#29 TREVORPENNING
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

BEHEMOTH AT 6’7” 325 LBS
GREAT ARMS (34+ INCH)
SHOWED UP AT THE SENIOR
BOWL AS ALPHA
BULLY MAULER THAT MOVE

RAW PROJECT
PLAYED AT LOWER LEVEL
TIGHT FEET THAT COULD
FAR FROM A REFINED PASS
PROTECTOR

SCOUTING REPORT

Small school prospects are always intriguing and harder to judge, but Penning brings
a ton to love. In terms of pedigree, Northern Iowa has a solid track record for NFL
prospects. Just last year, Penning saw his
former OL teammate and fellow behemoth,
Spencer Brown, get picked by the Buffalo
Bills in the third round and turn into one
of the most valuable rookies in 2021. Now
Penning, who started at LT over the last
three seasons (and pushed Brown to RT)
will get his shot. Penning is a freakishly
strong tackle that brings incredible power
and athleticism that will likely keep him in
the 1st round.
There are obvious risks with selecting a
player from the FCS level in the early draft,
but Penning has shown a lot to ease those
concerns. He had an incredible week at the
Senior Bowl, where he was an absolute bully and held his own against edge rushers
from even the most prestigious programs.
Penning quickly stood out as the alpha of
the group and legitimized his stock as a
Day 1 type of player. He is far from a developed and refined pass blocker, but has
the tools, size, length and athleticism to be
a longtime starter in the NFL.
At 6’7″, he may be relatively boxed in as a
tackle, but his athleticism and versatility
will transfer well to most schemes. There
is a lot to love with Penning in terms of
traits, but his stock remains a bit riskier
than most due being so untested at the FCS
level.
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OT4

NORTHERN IOWA 6’7” | 325 LBS

#30 KYLERGORDON
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•

PURE ATHLETE
DOMINATED PAC12 WITH
TRENT MCDUFFIE
TAPE SHOWS A LOT OF UPSIDE/
POTENTIAL

•

WEAK TECHNICAL SKILLS
ABSOLUTE PROJECT THAT
WILL GET TOASTED EARLY
INSTINCTS/PLAY REC NEEDS
EXPERIENCE & EXPOSURE

SCOUTING REPORT

Gordon is a pure athlete but is an
absolute project with his technical skills. His diverse skillset
allowed for him to fill in a variety of roles and the elite tangible
skills elevate his stock into the
1st round discussion. He possesses the elite burst that you’d
want to see from an RB, but his
4.52 forty-yard dash was a bit
disappointing.
The biggest area for improvement is his instincts and play
recognition/reaction, but that
will come with time. Where he
loses is when he jumps routes
and gets left hanging out to dry.
However, the strength, versatility and athleticism are enough
to keep Gordon as a very intriguing late 1st/early 2nd round
prospect.
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CB5

WASHINGTON 5’11” | 194 LBS

#31

SKYYMOORE
WR6

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•

STOCKY, COMPACT RECEIVER
THE IS DOMINANT IN ALL
IMPOSSIBLE TO BRING DOWN
AND LED COUNTRY IN MISSED
TACKLES FORCED

T-REX CATCH RADIUS
NOT MUCH P5 TAPE
ROUTE CONCEPTS WILL
NEED COACHING

SCOUTING REPORT

It’s rare that there is a prospect worthy of comparing to Steve Smith Sr.,
but when I watch Moore I absolutely
see shades of the future Hall of Famer.
Skyy Moore doesn’t bring a prototypical build or ideal height and
length but in today’s NFL WR1s come
in all shapes and sizes. At 5’10”, he’s
short but don’t let that lead you to
believing he’s small. He’s more than
solid at 195 lbs and is as strong and
compact as any receiver in this class.
Moore was a multi-year contributor
at Western Michigan that exploded
with production in 2021. Is greatest
strength is his ability to break tackles and led the country last year with
26. I’m very high on Moore but there
are areas of his game that he will
be challenged to clean up. His route
running is good not great and he will
be challenged at the next level to get
separation. However, he’s a great
athlete that tore up the combine and
has a natural knack to play the position.
Teams that are looking for a DJ Moore
type receiver that can develop into a
do-it-all threat, then Skyy Moore is
a worthy choice and could go as high
as the 1st round.
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W. MICHIGAN 5’10” | 195LBS

#32

DAVIDOJABO

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•
•

•

GREAT SIZE, SPEED, FRAME
RAW ATHELETE THAT PRODUCED DOUBLE DIGIT SACKS
AS 1ST YR STARTER
ONLY 5 YRS OF FOOTBALL

•

RAW PROJECT
JUST 1 YEAR AS A STARTER
YOU ARE BETTING ON UPSIDE ALONE
SERIOUS ACHILLES INJURY

SCOUTING REPORT

David Ojabo was one of my favorite
prospects that unfortunatley suffered
one of the most gut wrenching injuries this offseason. Last month, Ojabo tore his achilles while participating in the Michigan Pro Day, which
has absolutely tanked his stock and
value.
Ojabo is a raw prospect with exceptional athleticism, talent and size.
Most of these raw athletes underproduce but Ojabo had 11 sacks and
26 hurries playing on the opposite
side of the DL from Aidan Hutchinson. He is as trait dependant as anyone in the class and a torn achilles
certainly won’t help him there. He
also struggled to help out much in
the run game and will be a rotational
pass rusher early in his NFL career.
The sack production is extremely encouraging, especially considering he
has only played football for a handful
of year (grew up in Nigeria and Scotland).
He is also a speed dependent pass
rusher that will obviously need to
strengthen his technique and learn
to utilize leverage, bend and technique in a more efficient manner. I
think the upside alone is enough to
overlook the injury with today’s recovery timeframe.
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EDGE5
MICHIGAN 6’4” | 250 LBS

#33

BOYEMAFE

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

THICK FRAME WITH EXTREMELY FAST AND TWITCHY
BURST
POWERFUL ARMS
EXPLOSIVE TESTER

RAW PROJECT
1 YEAR STARTER
WILL TURN 24 AS A ROOKIE
JUST 7 SACKS AND 26 HURRIES IN 2021

SCOUTING REPORT

Boye Mafe joins the trend of fringe
1st rounders that were role players
before blowing up as full time starters in 2021. Mafe is a 6’4” 260 lbs
edge rusher with as solid of a first
step as anyone in the class. He brings
a rare combination of size, speed and
power that could lock him into the
late 1st round. His strong 2021 season
earned him a spot a the Senior Bowl,
where he showed out and was one of
the biggest winners of the week.
Despite running a solid 4.5 40 yard
dash at 260 lbs, Mafe hasn’t shown
up on film against the run. He is a
pure pass rusher that gets after the
QB with his speed alone, which could
cause an uphill battle in his early career. It is equally troubling that Mafe
is one of the oldest edge prospects
and will be turning 24 as a rookie.
I believe Mafe will be a solid depth
piece in his early career but I am not
necessarily sold on him being an every down defensive end. He should
kick out wide in a 7/9 and use his
speed to add pressure on passing
downs as he gets his feet wet in the
NFL.
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EDGE6
MINNESOTA 6’4” | 261 LBS

#34 JAHANDOTSON
WR7

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

TWITCHY WR WHO GETS OPEN
BEST HANDS IN THE CLASS
DEFENDERS DON’T WANT TO
FACE HIM IN OPEN FIELD

•

NOT THE IDEAL FRAME OF
A R1 GUY BUT MANY AT HIS
SIZE DO WELL
LATE BLOOMER

SCOUTING REPORT

Dotson had a huge senior season
where he toasted Big 10 defenders
en route to producing 91 receptions
for 1,182 yards and 12 TDs. His size
doesn’t scream “NFL”, but when
you see this prospect operate in all
phases of the receiving game you
will be sold that he can get it done at
the next level.
He’ll get pushed around at the line,
but possesses the rare ability to find
holes and get open. He rarely appears
to be dominant in real time, but slyly
and sneakily posts 100+ yard games
just by being steady and picking up
chunk after chunk.
He’s not the most imposing or intimidating player, but he is just a
gamer and gets the job done. Also,
we can’t undersell his big play ability…it’s certainly there too. Dotson
could slide, but likely has the makes
to carve out a significant role in the
NFL.
Jahan Dotson is as surehanded as a
prospect and offers a high floor of
being at least a contributing WR with
the ceiling of developing into a WR1.
I have Dotson outside the R1 bubble,
but will be a steal in the early 2nd
like Elijah Moore was last year.
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PENN STATE 5’11” | 178 LBS

#35 GEORGEKARLAFTIS
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

STOCKY BUILD WITH POWERFUL LEGS THAT STAY CHURNING
ELUSIVE GETOFF FOR WEIGHT
VERSITILE 4 POSITION DL

•

LACKED PRODUCTION
MISSED 2020 SEASON OF
DEV
NOT LONG - JUST 32 INCH
ARMS NOT IDEAL

SCOUTING REPORT

The hometown hero from West Lafayette, IN was a multi-year contributor for the Boilermakers the
depended on his powerful bull rushing tendencies. Don’t let the stocky
frame fool you, Karlaftis can move
around exceptionally well for a 260
pounder. Power like that is easy to
project crossing over in the NFL and
should couple well with his high IQ
playstyle and technical skills
The sack production was a bit underhwhelming, which was largely due to
missing most of the 2020 covid season. Karlaftis had just 15 sacks since
2019, but had 64 hurries in his two
full seasons. He is a high character
player with the ideal motor needed
to make it in the NFL. His speed and
strength combines to make him into
a versitile defensive lineman that can
fill a variety of roles as a down-lineman. Ideally, he would line up on the
outside but his power can be ulitized
to help out as a run stuffer as well on
the inside.
I would feel better if Karlaftis had
better pass rush production, but his
promising sophomore season was a
wash. The power is easy to see and
the traits make him a fringe-1st for
me.
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EDGE7
PURDUE 6’4” | 266 LBS

#36 ARNOLDEBIKETIE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

SOLID AND SOUND TECHNIQUE, ESPECIALLY HANDS
CRAZY SIZE & POWER
VERSITILE AND WINS MANY
WAYS

•
•

UNDERWHELMING SIZE AT
JUST 6’2”
AVERAGE PHYSICAL TRAITS
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT
YOU GET, LOW CEILING

SCOUTING REPORT

Amongst the most polished “what
you see is what you get” prospects
is Penn State Edge, Arnold Ebiketie.
His stock will likely rely on scheme
more than others in this class due to
the average traits he brings to the
table. At 6’2” 250 lbs, Ebiketie won’t
wow many evaluators physically, but
his sound technique on tape certainly will open their eyes to a safe edge
selection in the 2nd round.
His production was solid in 2o21,
where he had 8 sacks, 12 tackles for
loss and 32 hurries for the Nittany
Lions. His game is so solid and there
really aren’t many holes to be found
but he also lacks that extra gear that
you look for in any early round edge
rusher. He wins in so many shapes
and fashions but will be faced with
much quicker, stronger and more
athletic offensive lineman in the
NFL.
Guys like Ebiketie come around often, but it is rare to see a pass rusher
with such underwhelming traits do so
well on tape. He is a depth piece that
can develop into an every down defensive end in the NFL, but will need
to steadily increase his power and
quickness. Despite being just 6’2”,
his 35 inch arms are active enough
to win him battles in the NFL.
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EDGE8
PENN STATE 6’2” | 250 LBS

#37

TRAVISJONES

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•

EXCELS DUE TO BRUTE
STRENGTH AND LONG ARMS
HE’S AN IMMOVABLE OBJECT
ON THE INTERIOR THAT LIVES
TO RUN STUFF

•
•

CAN PUSH THE POCKET
BUT DOESN’T ADD MUCH P.
RUSH
PURE NOSE TACKLE
HIGH CG

SCOUTING REPORT

Travis Jones is about as fun of a prospect as we have seen in this class and
follows the trend set by the other elite
defensive tackles, where he brings
a massive frame along with a sub
5 second 40 yard dash. Jones likely
won’t be chasing many players down
from behind, but it is always exciting
to see a big man who can move. It is
also worth noting that Travis Jones
rushed for over 1,500 yards and 18
TDs in high school.
Scouts have had nothing but good
things to say about Travis Jones and
he has been one of the biggest risers
this offseason. He packs a powerful
punch with his long arms and brings
an elite NFL frame to the table. Player built like that usually don’t have
the movement abilities that Jones,
which is scary.
Don’t be surprised if Jones is selected in the 1st round or even as the
DT1. He is a bit slept on coming from
UCONN, but he can do things similar
to Jordan Davis. However, he likely is
pegged as a NT role, which will make
his stock very scheme dependent and
less valuable than other versitile defensive lineman.
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DT3

UCONN 6’4” | 325 LBS

#38

LEOCHENAL

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

•

DEFENSIVE QUARTERBACK
TACKLING MACHINE
SNEAKY ATHLETIC FREAK
(STUD HS RB)
HIGH IQ RUN STUFFER

•

NOT MUCH OF A ROLE IN
COVERAGE
HEAVY FOR 6’2” LB, WILL
HE SLOW DOWN OVER
TIME?

SCOUTING REPORT

At 250, Leo Chenal is one of the heavier prospects, but he moves around the
field like a running back. Chenal might
have been the best linebacker in college football last year, but the questions are around how well his playstyle
will translate to the next level. Chenal
starred as the core of the Wisconsin
defense, but was rarely ever relied on
much in coverage due to the scheme he
was in. In 2021, Chenal spent just 22
out of his 607 snaps aligned outside the
box. However, he was as good of a sideline-to-sideline linebacker as anyone
else and racked up 99 tackles, 63 run
stops and 2 forced fumbles. He was also
one of the most effective pass rushers
on the team and added 26 pressures, 10
sacks and 8 hurries.
Chenal uses his size and power exceptionally well. He often powers through
and bullies his way around blocks,
which won’t be as easy in the NFL.
I’m very interested to see his official
weight at the combine, because he really doesn’t move like a 250+ pounder. He
is very light on his feet moving around
the field with grace and never appearing clunky in the slightest. Chenal will
absolutely be drafted to fill the role in
the middle of the field, as I am not sure
if there is much flexibility in his true
positional versatility. His stock could be
a bit impacted by his potential role, but
every NFL defense rewards run stuffing
middle linebackers that can also get after the QB.
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LB3

WISCONSIN 6’2” | 250 LBS

#39 GEORGEPICKENS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

FREAK BUILT IN A LAB
RAW, NATURAL ABILITY AND
ATHLETICISM
GROWN MAN STRENGTH
FLASHY CONTESTED CATCHER

•
•

MISSED MUCH OF CAREER
FOR VARIETY OF REASONS
MATURITY HAS BEEN SERIOUS CONCERN
NO SIGNS OF COACHABILITY

SCOUTING REPORT

Pickens is one of the most interesting prospects in this class and probably has one
of the widest draft ranges amongst NFL
Big Boards. Pickens was a big time prospect who has made headlines ever since he
de-committed from Auburn to Georgia on
National Signing Day. Since then, Pickens
has struggled to put together consistent
production and stay on the field, especially when considering his injury riddled past
and Georgia’s power run offense. Regardless, Pickens is still the prototypical prospect for the next level that brings enough
to the table to overlook the inconsistencies.
One of the more concerning attributes for
Pickens is that there are many accounts
that he has some maturing to do. Unfortunately, we did not get to watch Pickens
play much his junior season due to injury,
which also could’ve been a great stage to
see how serious Pickens was going to value
his last year under the microscope.
Pickens brings an NFL frame and also solid
speed, especially when considering his size.
He’s not the high end burner like Tyreek
Hill but brings a very solid and refined skill
set that combines a massive catch radius
with great athletic ability. An NFL offense
will be much more complex than college
and will likely look more like Hoover’s
than Georgia’s. The talent and upside alone
should keep Pickens with a day 2 floor, as
he is a prospect that has superstar potential.
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WR8

GEORGIA 6’3” | 200 LBS

#40 ROGERMCCREARY
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•
•

DOMINATED SOME OF TOP SEC
WRs
MULTI-YEAR PRODUCER
GREAT SENIOR BOWL WEEK
PITBULL MENTALITY

•
•

SHORT WITH SMALL FRAME
AND 28 INCH ARMS
NOT GREAT TESTER
GREAT PRESS BUT PHYSICALLY LIMITED FOR NFL

SCOUTING REPORT

It’s not often that a guy that comes in
small, short, and slow ranks this highly, but I am addicted to watching McCreary’s expectational technique on
tape. He held his own throughout his
career at Auburn and faced 180+ targets
throughout his tenure at Auburn. The
former in-state 3 Star has had a chip
on his shoulder since HS but plays up to
his size better than any prospect in this
class.
The first detractor for McCreary is rather evident on film. He lacks the ideal
length and size for an outside CB1. You’d
think this would impact him negatively in man coverage, but he performed
exceptionally and locked down some of
the most elite WR prospects from the
SEC. Along with the less than exceptional frame (28-inch arm), he at times
gets baited and caught up by play action
or late developing routes.
Regardless of size, there is not much to
dislike about McCreary. I’m not sure if
he can play the same role as he did at
Auburn, but he can surely be an exceptional slot corner due to his agility and
feistiness. It is also worth noting that
NFL teams now look for solid movers,
rather than oversized corners, so don’t
be surprised if a team reaches to bring
in the insanely talented prospect from
Auburn. As of now, the production, tape
and technical skillset keeps McCreary
as an attractive fringe-1st rounder.
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CB6

AUBURN 5’11” | 190 LBS

#41

QUAYWALKER

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•

TREMENDOUS UPSIDE
IDEAL SIZE, SPEED, FRAME
WILL BE ABLE TO MATCH FEET
WITH TIGHT ENDS AND ADD
PRESSURE ON THE PASSER

•

LIMITED ROLE AT UGA
BENEFITTED FROM INSANELY STRONG FRONT 7, CAN
HE BE THE ALPHA?
PROB NOT A MIKE

LB4

GEORGIA 6’4” | 241 LBS

SCOUTING REPORT

Perhaps one of the more overhyped
prospects in the class, Quay Walker is
a player that is all upside. Walker was
played a supporting role throughout
his career and finally broke out a bit
in 2021. That being said, the Georgia
front 7 has been as talented as anyone over the last several years and
Walker played a big role in the team’s
National Championship. It is also a
solid bet that Walker has much more
upside as an NFL LB than in college
as he offers every-down potential.
Despite allowing 37 of his 44 career
targets to be completed, Walker never let up a receiving TD. His athletic profile is up to elite standards and
absolutely will match him up against
Tight Ends. Probably his most impressive trait is what he adds as a
pass rusher and he has the makes
to be the perfect OLB in the right
scheme fit.
I don’t project Quay Walker to be a
tackling machine Mike LB, but he
absolutely has the athletic profile
and make-up to be an every down
backer. This pure upside may land
Quay in the 1st Round, but to me that
would be too soon.
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#42 DESMONDRIDDER
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•
•

LIVE ARM
LONGTIME STARTER WHO
WON A BUNCH
GREAT ATHLETE (4.4 40 YD)
HIGH CHARACTER PROSPECT

•
•

STRUGGLED W/ ACCURACY
NEVER TRULY “TOOK OVER”
THE BIGGER GAMES
BALLS BATTED DOWN A TON
STRUGGLED VS SEC

SCOUTING REPORT

Ridder had the best season his career
in 2021, which peaked after he secured
a playoff birth for the first ever group
of 5 team. His production improved
as a passer and he added 1,000 more
yards and 11 more TDs than he had in
2020 (finished with 3,334 yards and 30
TDs). A lot of his production, especially
in the bigger games against P5 teams,
came from RPO work and quick manufactured touches. The offense relied
a lot on screens, play action and dump
downs. His arm is big and he can really
air it out, but he significantly struggled
with any consistency with his accuracy.
Another area that was an issue was getting balls batted at the line of scrimmage, which became the story against
Alabama. He makes some really great
throws, but they are rarely with any
consistency and I was waiting all year
to see his breakout game. He had many
great games, but it was rare that it felt
like he had taken over or was the most
talented player on the field, which is
something that is a must for an NFL QB
to have sustained success.
Ridder has been one of the most universally respected QBs through this process and has been labled as a guy that
can handle the pressures of the NFL and
be the face of a franchise. Using a 1st
in this class is a bit risky but he should
be a shot in the early 2nd from a team
looking for some competition.
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QB3

CINCINNATI 6’3” | 211 LBS

#43 KENYONGREEN
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•

ELITE FRAME
DOMINATED AT GUARD
GREAT VERSITILITY
HIGH CEILING PROSPECT WITH
TONS OF GROWTH AHEAD

•

MUCH BETTER AT GUARD
PENALTY ISSUE TO START
2021
LACK LATERAL QUICKNESS

SCOUTING REPORT

Kenyon Green is a polished guard prospect that enters the draft with the ideal
frame and exceptional tape. The ceiling is
extremely high, and he projects as a high
caliber mauler in the right scheme. There
were times that Green was slowed down in
his career, but most of that was when he
was forced to play on the outside as a starting tackle. Despite having great height and
reach to play tackle, his true potential lies
on the inside where he utilizes his leverage
and power exceptionally. He does not have
the skillset or burst to keep up with edge
rushers bending around but has a very polished toolset and that packs a punch and
does have very quick and strong legs. Despite not having the best pass blocking
skillset, when he plugged into the LG spot,
he had some of the best tape in the entire
class.
Despite having exceptionally better tape
when he was playing LG, he does have the
versatility and athleticism to move around
the line. His explosiveness is off the charts,
but he will have a steep learning curve in
the league to become better laterally. Another area of improvement will be his hand
placement, which at times is far too wide
and led to a penalty problem early in 2021.
He seemed to sort this issue out in the second half of the season, but as mentioned
earlier, he was a bit out of his element
switching positions all season. Green has
the skillset to be a 1st round guard who will
bring great power and speed to the team
that drafts him.
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IOL3

TEXAS A&M 6’4” | 323 LBS

#44

LEWISCINE

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

EXPERIENCED, HIGH IQ GUY
GREAT RUN STOPPER
HIGH FLOOR, LOW CEILING
GUY
A++ TESTER

PLAYS SLOWER ON FILM
NOT A FLUID MOVER
SLOW OUT OF BREAKS

SCOUTING REPORT

Lewis Cine is a well-experienced and high
IQ defensive back that was one of the unsung heroes on the insanely talented Georgia defense. With Cine, what you see is
what you get. He isn’t the highest ceiling
prospect on paper, but he surely brings a
high floor. The traits are solid, but nothing
that you don’t see every year. He is plain
and simply going to be a very solid NFL
player with the potential to develop into a
longtime starter, but he doesn’t have the
makes and build to become a Hall of Famer.
Sometimes that is the type of player that
becomes an all-time great, but as a prospect there is nothing there that would lead
us to believe he is a generational talent. He
is one of the better tacklers in the class and
certainly will dabble in the box a good bit
in the NFL. The biggest skill that jumps off
film is his route IQ as he often dissects the
quarterback and stops the home run from
happening. Lastly, he produced outstanding numbers in his testing with a 4.37 40yard dash and 133-inch broad jump.
Although his speed was elite at the combine, Cine plays slower on film. He is also
not the most fluid player and looks robotic at times, especially in his backpedal
and when getting in and out of breaks. His
game is frustrating at times. He is so highly skilled at reading routes, but then can
come in a bit slow out of a break. Cine is a
safety that can do a little bit of everything
and brings high quality traits to the next
level. He is in the range of the second to
third tier of safeties and likely will hear his
name called on Day 2.
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S4

GEORGIA 6’2” | 200 LBS

#45

TYLERSMITH

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

BUILT IN A LAB WITH A STURDY FRAME
CRAZY SIZE & POWER
1ST RD UPSIDE, 5TH RD
DOWNSIDE

•

RAW PROJECT
ISSUE WITH FLAGS & DISCIPLINE
YOU ARE BETTING ON UPSIDE ALONE

SCOUTING REPORT

When you talk about traits and raw
ability, a guy that should immediately come to mind is Tyler Smith.
Tyler Smith was built in a lab and
brings one of the most solid and
sturdy frames among this group and
adds 34 inch arms to the equation.
He is a nasty and violent mauler with
some of the best combination of size,
power and explosiveness.
Although he checks the boxes with
traits, Smith also has some of the
sloppiest tape in the class. He’s often undisciplined and at times rather
reckless. He will get to the NFL and
turn into any OL coaches number 1
project because the traits are there
but the technique isn’t. He is a class
high potential-high risk prospect,
but someone likely could reach due
to the insane upside and ability that
Smith brings to the table.
Tyler Smith has the upside to be a
longtime starting offensive tackle in
the NFL but he should be considered
nothing more than a high caliber
project. There are far too many uncertanties to waste a 1st round pick
on the upside alone.
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OT5

TULSA 6’5” | 324 LBS

#46

KAIIRELAM

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•

•

GREAT FRAME
BIG TIME ATHLETE WHO
MOVES EXCEPTIONALLY WELL
VERY FLUID

•

BAD 2021 TAPE
SEEMS LAZY ON CERTAIN
PLAYS...DIDN’T SEEM MOTIVATED IN BAD FLORIDA D
BAD TECHNIQUE

SCOUTING REPORT

Elam enjoyed a lot of early praise in
the fall and was frequently featured
as a 1st round prospect but had a
tough 2021 season that has led to a
bit of a dip. Florida has been an absolute factory for producing NFL DBs,
but there are some glaring technical
flaws that will need to be cleaned
up at the next level. Elam also had
a great combine, as he measured
in above 6’1” with roughly 31-inch
arms and ran a 4.39. This combination of speed, length and size will
lead scouts to overlook some of the
inconsistencies and focus on his true
potential.
In 2021, Elam allowed 53% of his
targets to be completed in his 359
coverage snaps. This is not horrible
but was a major dip in production
from his first two seasons at Florida.
He has the ideal frame and size to be
a press corner at the next level and
there is a lot to love there, but his
struggles in both man and zone coverage leads to his stock falling a bit.
There is plenty of athleticism to go
along with his prototypical frame,
which should keep him with a Day 2
floor.
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CB7

FLORIDA 6’1” | 190 LBS

#47

MATTCORRAL

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

SOLID ARM
GREAT ATHLETE
EFFICIENT PASSER THAT IMPROVED ON PROTECTING THE
BALL

•
•

HEAVY RPO SCHEME SIMILAR TO TUA
BARELY STAYED ON FIELD
PLAY-STYLE MAY NOT
TRANSLATE W/ RUSHING

SCOUTING REPORT
Corral has shown a ton of upside, but there are
also some significant questions surrounding
him. He ran a heavy RPO scheme under Lane
Kiffin, but thrived in the offense due to his
ability to move the ball with extreme quickness, while portraying great discipline and vision. Although this scheme could be a knock
against him in the past, the NFL has adapted
and many players are being featured in RPO
heavy schemes (check out Hurts, Tua and Lamar).
Despite this high RPO rate, he still has a huge
arm and made some massive throws throughout his career. His true strength is that he is
an extremely quick decision maker that wastes
no time from snap to pass. Like Pickett, Corral
is a chain-mover who can throw it deep when
necessary and has one of the better all-around
arms in the class. The biggest knock against
his arm is that he can trust it a bit too much at
times, which will be a tough adjustment in the
NFL when those windows close much quicker. It is also worth noting that he minimized
his interceptions from 14 to 5 over the last two
seasons.
The durability reminds me a bit of Tua, outside
of the major hip injury. It seemed like most
of his career he was playing through something and he also had multiple ankle sprains
that he was carted off for. However, the clean
footwork and impressive ability to read the defense (especially the LBs) and run the play action plays should ease the concerns with his
rushing abilities and durability.
Corral gives me Manziel vibes, which is concerning enough to give him a Day 1 grade. The
NFL will be a huge step up in development and
he is very capable of making that transition.
There is not much of a proven track record of
sustained success for QBs with Corral’s skillset.
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QB4

MISSISSIPPI 6’2” | 212 LBS

#48 TREYMCBRIDE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

OUTPRODUCED SEVERAL TOP
RECEIVERS
THICK FRAME THAT CAN BE
UTILIZED AS A DO-IT-ALL
NATURAL MOVER (4.56 GUY)

•

BLOCKING TECHNIQUE WILL
BE CHALLENGED
QUESTIONABLE TD PRODUCTION

SCOUTING REPORT

McBride was a bit of an afterthought
heading into the season, but his production alone was enough to elevate his
name into relevancy. The big bodied receiving threat was one of the few bright
spots on the 3-9 Rams and despite only
finding the end zone twice, he hauled
in 90 receptions for 1,121 yards. To put
those numbers in perspective, both categories rank higher than top receivers
Treylon Burks, Garrett Wilson, Chris
Olave and Drake London.
He is not the best blocker in college football, but is certainly talented enough to
find some success in that department
and continue to grow at the next level. McBride ran a 4.56 at his Pro Day,
which is in the same ballpark as what
T.J. Hockenson ran before being selected 8th overall in 2019. McBride likely
sits on that late-1st Round bubble and
will have many suitors trigger happy
and licking their chops if he makes it to
Day 2.
This class is deep at TE, but lacks starpower similar to guys that have been
picked in the early first. McBride sits
atop this group as the top pure receiving Tight End.
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TE1

COLORADO STATE 6’3” | 246 LBS

#49 KENNETHWALKER
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

ONE OF MOST FEARED WEAPONS IN COLLEGE FOOTBALL
TOUGH, DOWNHILL RUNNER
UNDERRATED VISION AND PATIENCE

•
•

VERY LIMITED RECEIVING
PRODUCTION
LACKS ELITE TWITCH AND
BURST
PASS PRO NEEDS WORK

SCOUTING REPORT

Walker bursted onto the scene in 2021, after being a relatively unknown at Wake
Forrest. The transfer put together a huge
season with 1,600 yards and 18 TDs, which
at its peak earned some serious Heisman
hype in a wide open race. He is a powerful, downhill runner that patiently hits one
cut, then goes hard attacking the second
level. He is not super dynamic, but is a very
steady runner that will hit a wall, bounce it
outside and find room.
Walker does so many things right on film
and can seemingly beat defenders in a million different ways. To go along with that,
he really doesn’t do much wrong. He lacks
high end traits, but his intelligence and
toughness are two intangibles that every
NFL team craves in a RB. We’ve seen such a
small sample size of Walker as a bell-cow,
which is a blessing and a curse. Scouts will
certainly love the fact that he has fewer
than 500 career touches in college, but that
leaves the door wide open in terms of potential.
The biggest question revolves around his
ability as a receiver, as he had just 19 career receptions. He wasn’t featured in either of his offenses pass game, but Walker
certainly will be able to display his hands,
route running and receiving abilities at the
(potential) combine and his pro day. Another area of weakness is his poor pass
protection ability, which will be very obvious for every NFL Scout that watches his
film.
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RB2

MICHIGAN STATE 5’9” | 211 LBS

#50 JALENTOLBERT
WR9

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

•

IDEAL SIZE, FRAME, LENGTH
NATURAL RECEIVING ABILITY
NOT MANY HOLES IN HIS
GAME
BIG WEEK AT SENIOR BOWL

•
•

NOT OVERLY DYNAMIC OR
FLASHY
8 DROPS IN 2021 WORTH
NOTING
ONE OF OLDEST PROSPECTS

SCOUTING REPORT

Tolbert has put together a solid resume full of production over the
past two seasons, but has remained
somewhat of a media sleeper. Don’t
get it twisted, the NFL is well aware
of Jalen Tolbert, who could be the
leagues next best kept secret. He’s
well built at 6’3″, but moves around
like a much smaller receiver and has
boasted his big play ability throughout his career. He has one of the best
combinations of size, speed and explosiveness, but one knock on tape
is that his route could be a bit more
refined…a common “flaw” amongst
most NFL prospects.
It is also worth noting that Tolbert will be 23 by the time he plays
his first NFL game, which is old by
rookie standards. I, for one, don’t
subscribe to the “late bloomer” bias
held by many, but it certainly is a con
when compared to other prospects in
a similar position.
I love the intagibles from Tolbert and
his top level production and consistent tape will keep him as a top 10
WR. There are others that offer a bit
more upside with speed or explosiveness, but Tolbert just has that raw
football ability and plays the position
the way you would coach it.
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UCLA 6’1” | 195 LBS

#51 DARIANKINNARD
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•

MASSIVE SIZE AND FRAME
DOMINATED SEC AT OT
HIGH PFF PRAISE
EXCEPTIONAL POWER

•

TRANSLATES AS NFL OG
CANNOT PASS PROTECT
AGAINST NFL EDGE RUSHERS
LACK LATERAL QUICKNESS

SCOUTING REPORT

Kinnard has been one of my favorite
prospects that continues to somehow fly
under the radar. He really hasn’t caught
much 1st round buzz but has tremendous upside and the potential to be a
high-end starter in the NFL. He is one
of the most physically imposing linemen in the class and towers over many
as he is a true 6’5” 322, with exceptionally long and strong arms. He is as solid
as the come and would be the exact size
of your Madden “create a player” if you
were designing a versatile OL. Kinnard
played RT for the Wildcats over the last
three seasons and graded out exceptionally well, with a 91.9, 91.5 and 89.2.
Despite the potential and ability Kinnard possesses, I am not 100% sold that
he can be a successful OT in the NFL.
I have him lumped into this group because it seems that his potential is to be
a versatile guard, but as we all know,
young offensive linemen tend to move
around until they find their sweet spot.
Kinnard doesn’t have the quickest feet,
best balance, or most sound technique,
but he does bring insane size, leverage,
and power. His skillset translates incredibly well to be a starting guard in
the league, but he will face an uphill
battle in pass sets early in his career.
The raw potential alone should be more
than enough to keep Kinnard in the 2nd
round.
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IOL4

KENTUCKY 6’5” | 322 LBS

#52 CHRISTIANWATSON
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

RUNS LIKE A HORSE...6’4”
WITH A 4.3 40 YD
DOMINANT RECEIVER IN FCS
OVERALL SOLID SKILLSET
WITH FEW HOLES

•

PLAYED AT LOWER LEVEL
OF COMPETITION...NEVER
TESTED BY P5 PRESS
ADVANCED ROUTES WILL BE
COACHED INTO HIM

SCOUTING REPORT

Christian Watson is an excited prospect
out of the FBS and has received an extraordinary amount of hype following
his impressive combine performance.
Yes, Watson brings excellent size and
athleticism to the table but does that
line up with what he put on tape?
Watson stands at a lanky 6’4” and moves
like a track sprinter. If every 2022 prospect where to race a 100 meter sprint,
I’d have a hard time putting many guys
ahead of Watson. He scored a perfect
10 RAS with a 4.36 40 yard dash, 38.5
vertical jump and 136 inch broad jump.
The rare combination of size and athleticism keeps Watson in the 1st round
buzz but he should be considered a big
time project and drafted on traits alone
if that’s the case.
I think the sweet spot for Watson is
closer to a mid day 2 pick than a late
day 1. Yes, he brings tremendous upside
to the table but he’s got an uphill battle
with things like routes and speed of an
NFL offense. In 4 years at the FCS level,
he had just 4 100 yard games and never
faced and FBS team. There are a lot of
inconsistencies on tape but the upside
and potential is surely there, as 6’4”
receivers that run 4.3s are hard to come
by.
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WR10

NORTH DAKOTA STATE 6’5” | 208 LBS

#53 CHARLIEKOLAR
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

IDEAL LANKY FRAME FOR RECEIVING TIGHT END
FREAKISH ATHLETE
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION
THROUGHOUT CAREER

•

BLOCKING TECHNIQUE WILL
BE CHALLENGED
LIKELY WON’T PLAY MUCH
IN-LINE

SCOUTING REPORT

Kolar has been one of my favorite
TEs to watch through the past two
seasons and was actually a top 5 TE
of mine if he had gone pro last year.
He is a natural receiver and shows
his athleticism all over his tape and
shockingly tips the scale at 260 lbs.
His massive frame looks much lankier on film, but he gets the job done
all over. His catch radius and ability
to haul in the jump balls is impressive and adds to his diverse skillset.
He reminds me a lot of Greg Olsen
and likely will play in a similar role
at the next level. He is a true receiving tight end who can run a full route
tree and will likely spend most of
his time in the slot.
He has the ideal build for a receiving
Tight End and moves exceptionally well for a 6’6” 250+ TE. He tested freakishly well and ran a 4.67 40
yard dash with a 35.5 inch vertical.
Kolar might not be every scouts TE2,
but he is a prospect that I have absolutely loved over the years and see
tremendous potential in the right
role. If he is available late day 2, he
should absolutely be picked to contribute right away.
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TE2

IOWA STATE 6’6” | 252 LBS

#54 ZYONMCCOLLUM
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

GREAT FRAME
NFL ATHLETE (PERFECT 10/10
RAS...BEST OF ALL TIME)
EXCEPTIONAL TAPE
HELD OWN AT SENIOR BOWL

•

SMALL SCHOOL GUY WITH
NO FBS EXP
SHORT ARMS FOR HIS
HEIGHT

SCOUTING REPORT

McCollum may be downgraded a bit
due to his small school production,
but the former-FCS CB has what it
takes to make it at the next level.
Not only does he bring exception
size, speed and athleticism to the
table, but he is the type of player
that coaches will love to have on
their roster. A multi-year starter,
he is a high-IQ player with great
leadership skills, among other exceptional intangible traits.
McCollum moves exceptionally
well for his size and in coverage,
but also showcased 4.33 speed at
the Combine. Not only does he
have the athleticism to be a freakish press corner, but also has the
size and strength to play center
fielder or line up in the box. Versatility, technique and athleticism will all overshadow his small
school production, but he will still
be very much drafted as a project
with plenty of room to develop at
the next level.
I don’t love player comps, but he
reminds me of James Bradberry
with 4.3 speed.
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CB8

SAM HOUSTON STATE 6’2” | 200 LBS

#55 ABRAHAMLUCAS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

BUILT LIKE AN NFL TACKLE
VET THAT LOGGED 2,800+
SNAPS
SUB 5 SEC 40 YARD DASH
CONSISTENT GROWTH IN 4 YRS

•
•

UNTESTED AS A RUN
BLOCKER
NEVER MOVED FROM RT IN
4 YRS
NEEDS MORE POWER

SCOUTING REPORT

Abraham Lucas is a bit of an afterthought
when compared to the high end tackles in
this class, but he brings a lot to love to the
table as a prospect. Despite playing in a
gimicky offense at Washington State, Lucas was one of the most efficient offensive
tackles in the nation who kept his QBs as
clean as anyone. He is also a true veteran who played over 2,800 snaps and allowed just 4 career sacks, 35 hurries and 11
penalties. In 2021, he showcased elite pass
blocking ability and allowed just 9 total
pressues and 0 sacks.
The downside to Lucas’s game is that
Washington State barely runs the ball, so he
is a bit untested in that phase of the game.
Out of those 2,800+ snaps, just 794 were
spent run blocking. The hand placement
and technique is a little wonky and there
are other aspects of his game that will need
to be cleaned up, but the raw ability and
career production is outstanding.
I try not to helmet scout, but Washington
State offers such a unique situation for offensive lineman that it is worth comparing
the success of fellow Cougar’s. Andre Dillard was the 22nd pick in 2019 and has faced
an uphill battle as a run blocker, which is
worth mentioning. Regardless, Abraham
Lucas brings a ton of potential and a lot to
work with at the next level. I have no doubt
that he gets some serious snaps as a rookie
and I look forward to his development.
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OT6

WASHINGTON STATE 6’6” | 315 LBS

#56

JAMESCOOK

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

•

NFL PEDIGREE
TOP RECEIVING BACK IN CLASS
UNDERRATED VISION AND PATIENCE
ELECTRIC MOVER (4.4 40 YD)

•
•

VERY LIMITED USAGE AT
UGA
LIKELY A ROLE PLAYING
SCATBACK (NOT BELLCOW)
PASS PRO NEEDS WORK

SCOUTING REPORT

The younger brother of Dalvin has yet to
come close to his older brother’s production or potential, but the relation surely
has us scratching our heads and thinking
“what if?”. James Cook has shown serious
flashes of NFL potential, especially through
the air where he has made plays as a natural receiver. He has been apart of a crowded backfield that utilizes a true committee
approach, but has averaged 6.1 YPC on his
limited touches on the ground. He is small,
at 190 lbs, which certainly will limit his role
at the next level, but the pure athleticism is
enough to keep Cook in a Day 2 grade. He is
one of the most electric movers in the class
and has true speed that translates well all
over the field.
Cook is a true scat back due to his size and
he has a frame closer to a WR than a RB.
He is a natural receiving, so that does open
the possibilities for his potential and versatility. Lastly, he rarely was ever used to
pass protect, which just adds to the concerns surrounding the possibility of ever
turning into an every down back. There is
a lot to love with Cook, especially the pedigree of being the younger brother of one of
the most successful RBs in the last decade.
A team will find use for James Cook in a
receiving role, but his draft capital should
be aligned with that being his likely career
role.
I am not sure if Cook will be a premier back
like his brother, but he absolutely will find
a role and could become a go-to receiving
back like J.D. McKissic.
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RB3

MICHIGAN STATE 5’11” | 199 LBS

#57

DAVIDBELL

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•
•

BIG TIMER PRODUCTION AT
PURDUE IN DO-IT-ALL ROLE
STOCKY AND POWERFUL BUILD
BORN TO PLAY FOOTBALL
NATURAL WITH BALL

•

NOT SURE IF HE PLAYS
OUTSIDE
UNDERWHELMING BURST &
SPEED

SCOUTING REPORT

The 1st Team All-American finished
his junior campaign with 93 receptions, 1,286 yards and 6 TDs. He has
the perfect size and frame to make it
at the next level and will act as any
QBs security blanket. Despite not
being a sub 4.3 receiver, he has great
wheels for a 200 pounder. Bell perhaps had the best single game performance of the year when he racked
up 240 yards against Iowa and singlehandedly carried the Boilermakers on his back to victory.
The route running appears sloppy
at times, but the lackadaisical approach has worked as if he is lulling defenders to sleep and waiting to
attack when the opportunity arises.
The body control may be the best in
the class and the short burst, twitchy
cutting ability and get-off are all exceptional. Bell is still flying a bit under the radar due to the star power
above him, but he is certainly a guy
that could hear his name called very
early in the NFL Draft.
Bell was one of the best WRs in the
country but he is a pretty average
prospect on paper. That being said,
guys like him pan out very, very often.
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WR11
PURDUE 6’2” | 205 LBS

#58

CHADMUMA

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

TACKLING MACHINE
22 MISSED TACKLES IN 4 SEASONS...SAYS A LOT ABOUT
TECHNIQUE
MATURE/EXPERIENCED LB

•
•

NEVER GOING TO HAVE
ELITE LEVEL ATHLETICISM
SMALL SCHOOL EXP
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT
YOU GET

SCOUTING REPORT
Chad Muma is a small school prospect, but certainly made the most of his time at Wyoming as
he led the nation with 148 tackles. Muma was
all over the field the technician of a machine
and had a shockingly low 22 missed tackles in
4 seasons, compared to his 254 tackles and 118
run stops. Despite not facing a single power 5
opponent in 2021, Muma took over as the alpha of the linebacker group at the Senior Bowl,
which was his first experience on a level playing field.
Like Leo Chenal, Muma has a great frame that
doesn’t factor into his mobility. Muma move
around the field exceptionally well, which was
an integral part to his run stopping ability. I
would love to see Muma use that size and power a bit more efficiently as there are times that
he gets outworked. Despite his tackling production and success, his technique will be challenged a bit at the next level and an immediate
area for development. Even Muma knows that
he won’t be facing Mountain West RBs at the
next level. Lastly, Muma really wasn’t very effective in coverage as he allowed 26 receptions
to his 30 targets, which added up to 283 yards.
However, he did have 16 coverage stops, 3 interceptions and a pass breakup, which paints
the picture as a very up and down linebacker in coverage. On film there is no doubt that
Muma has excellent instincts but is sometimes
out-physical’d in coverage.
Muma is an all-around linebacker that brings
a diverse and mature skillset to the NFL. He
is the type of leader than any defense craves
and has the tools to become a very steady NFL
linebacker. There are areas that he will be
challenged at the next level, but he has the instincts and intangibles to be very successful for
a long time.
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LB5

WYOMING 6’3” | 239 LBS

#59

LOGANHALL

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

LONG FRAME WITH BULK
GREAT EXPLOSIVENESS
BULL IN CHINA SHOP THAT
WILL BLOW PLAYS UP

•
•

LOW SACK PRODUCTION IN
CAREER
SCHEME DEPENDENT
TWEENER
LACKS DT POWER

SCOUTING REPORT

Logan Hall is a high potential
tweener that played a variety of
roles in the Houston defense. We
have seen our fair share of talented defensive lineman come out of
the program and Hall is a latest to
show an insane amount of upside.
He played a majority of his snaps
in the B Gap in 2021, but played all
over the line throughout his career. He arrived on campus at just
240 lbs, but has beefed up over 40
lbs, which helps his NFL versitility.
When selecting a tweener, it is always a gamble with how they will
project into your scheme. In Hall’s
case, there are landing spots that
I love and some that I hate. At his
size, ideally I would plug him into
a 3-4 defensive end role primarily, but would be afraid to role him
more to the inside. He is a bit too
long to play DT and lacks the ideal power to keep up in the NFL.
However, the explosiveness is impressive and the frame is very encouraging.
As a tweener, Hall’s stock will be
volitile and scheme dependent.
Expect to hear his name called
anywhere in the top 150 picks.
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EDGE9
HOUSTON 6’6” | 283 LBS

#60 JELANIWOODS
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

CREATE-A-PLAYER SIZE AND
FRAME
EXCEPTIONAL ATHLETE, ESPECIALLY FOR SIZE
ELITE RED ZONE TARGET

A BIT ROBOTIC AND CLUNKY
HIGH DROP RATE OF 10.2%
JUST 1 YEAR IN A RECEIVING
ROLE

SCOUTING REPORT

Jelani Woods was a late-rising combine
hero that shattered all prior TE Relative
Athletic Scores. TE is a position where
teams bank on athletic upside and raw
potential. Naturally, Woods has both
of those strengths on resume. We have
seen prospects like Jimmy Graham get a
shot based on upside alone, but Woods
has 4 years of P5 experience under his
belt.
Woods started his career at Oklahoma
State, where he spent 3 years in a run
blocking role that earned him just 30
receptions. After he transferred, he became a big time receiving threat for the
Cavs and blew up with 600 yards and 8
TDs. At 6’7” 269, Woods appears at bit
robotic at times and has some clunkiness to his game. However, he showed
off at the combine with a 4.6 40 yard
dash, which ranked amongst the top of
the TE class.
The upside is incredible with Woods
and you are banking on a thick Power
Forward that can be your go-to redzone
target. Woods brings much more than
just that, as he will push the seem on
a regular basis and has the wheels to
break one loose. However, buyer beware that Woods is not the most agile
receiver and has some clunkiness in his
game as well as a major drop issue (5
drops/10% drop rate). If you are banking on TE upside, then you will have to
pay a premium in the 2nd or 3rd round.
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TE3

VIRGINIA 6’7” | 269 LBS

#61 WAN’DALEROBINSON
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

TWITCHY GADGET-SLOT
MASSIVE SEC PRODUCTION
EXCEPTIONAL ATHLETE THAT
WILL MAKE ROSTERS IN THE
NFL

•
•

WILL NEVER PLAY ON OUTSIDE
JUST 1 YR OF PRODUCTION
RAW ROUTE RUNNER

SCOUTING REPORT

The Nebraska transfer turned into
the X-Factor in the Wildcats offense,
where he hauled in a team high 94
receptions. The glaring flaw is size,
but Robinson is a compact 5’11” and
holds his own on the field. Secondly, he will likely fit into the slot and
probably rarely bounce to the outside. He’s got solid speed (4.44 40
YD) but will get eaten up on the outside by big press corners.
Robinson had modest production his
career until 2021, where he exploded
with 100+ receptions, 1,300 yards and
7 TDs. He is the ideal gadget prospect for a creative play caller and was
used in a variety of ways, including
a career filled with 141 rushing attempts. Many will draw the comparison to Deebo Samuel, but that comparison is extremely unrealistic as
Samuel had 35 lbs on Robinson.
I don’t see Robinson becoming an All
Pro or Superstar but he certainly has
a rare skillset that can plug into a
creative offense. I don’t think he will
ever be “the guy” but a late Day 2
pick could be useful for a team needing that extra spark on offense.
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WR12
KENTUCKY 5’11” | 185 LBS

#62 JEREMYRUCKERT
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

MAYBE BE BLOCKING TE IN
CLASS
LAB-BUILT FRAME
JUST 1 DROP IN 2021, MADE
MOST OF TARGETS

•
•

NEXT TO NO PRODUCTION
DUE TO ROLE & CROWDED
OFFENSE
APPEARS SLOW ON TAPE
DIDN’T TEST

SCOUTING REPORT

Maybe the most overlooked prospect, Jeremy is a lab-built tight end
that lacked elite production due to
a crowded offense filled with playmaking receivers. Ruckert reminded us at the Senior Bowl that he is a
top tight end in the class, but had his
week cut short with a foot injury and
missed the game. Ruckert also is a
great receiver that played a high majority of his career playing in-line,
which shows off his do-it-all ability.
He will not only help you run block,
but also is going to be a highly coveted red zone target.
If you were to build a tight end in
Madden, you would give them the
frame of Jeremy Ruckert. He is rock
solid at 6’5” 250 lbs and it shows on
film as he frequently outbodies defensive lineman and linebackers. Due
to his lack of production, many point
to Ruckert as a blocking prospect. I
don’t see it that way and believe he
has the makes to be one of the top
receiving threats in this TE class.
The biggest flaw in his game was his
poor target share at Ohio State and
I believe he would be a 700 yard, 8
TD tight end at most FBS programs.
There is a lot to love with this high
floor prospect and I think he should
be near the top of this average class.
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TE4

OHIO STATE 6’5” | 250 LBS

#63 KINGSLEYENAGBARE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

POWERFUL AND COORDINATED
HANDS THAT WIN
STOCKY BUILD & LONG ARMS
GREAT COMBO OF POWER/
BEND

•
•

WEAK TECHNIQUE AND
FORM
LOOKS LIKE A LB BLITZING
LACKS IDEAL EXPLOSIVENESS

SCOUTING REPORT

Kingsley Enagbare is a volitile prospect that is a bit scheme dependant,
which likely will make his stock into
one of the widest ranges in the draft.
To be blunt, the film is a bit of a disaster but somehow Enagbare consistently got the job done. He was one
of the few bright spots on a rough
South Carolina team but struggled
with sack production thoughout his
career. Regardless, he graded out
with a solid pass rush rating and
earned a spot at the Senior Bowl.
When watching Enagbare, he lacks a
lot of traits that an ideal Day 1 Edge
would have, but he does have powerful and long arms that efficiently
win against offensive tackles. The
stocky build is solid and the length is
definitely there but he doesn’t have
that next level burst we love to see.
Kingsley Enagebare has solid upside
to become a starter in the NFL but he
will need to be split out wide with a
runway of field ahead of him. Coaches will preach technique and work
with him to become more consistent
but his potential keeps him as a Day
2 grade for me.
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EDGE10

SOUTH CAROLINA 6’4” | 258 LBS

#64JOHNMETCHIE III
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•

ONE OF MOST NATURAL RECEIVERS IN CLASS
SHOWED IMPROVEMENT DESPITE NEVER HITTING ELITE
LEVEL

•
•

COMING OFF LATE SEASON
ACL TEAR
NEVER MADE THAT JUMP IN
PRODUCTION
NEVER THE WR1 FOR BAMA

SCOUTING REPORT

John Metchie III might be the most
forgotten prospect but finished the
2021 season with 96 receptions for
1,142 yards and 8 TDs. To put that
in perspective, those numbers are
far better than any that Jaylen Waddle ever had. A late season ACL tear
killed any momentum that Metchie
had built for a National Championship run but the receiver now eyes
down his next challenge...the NFL.
Metchie is a phenomenal route runner and rivals some of the best from
Alabama in that department. Entering 2021, the biggest knock on
Metchie was his low YAC ability, but
he improved in that category by 400+
yards.
As an athelete, Metchie doesn’t bring
that much out of the ordinary. Actually, he probably benefitted from
the injury due to this and his testing numbers are now and will forever be a mystery. However, a Nick
Saban WR that put up big numbers is
always worth a chance to develop at
the next level.
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WR13
ALABAMA 6’0” | 195 LBS

#65 MAXMITCHELL
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•

STEADILY IMPROVED
ONE OF BEST OL IN CFB
CAN BE A DAY 1 STARTER
RARELY MAKES MISTAKES

•
•

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT
YOU GET
LACKS ELITE TRAITS
LOW CEILING/HIGH FLOOR

SCOUTING REPORT

Max Mitchell was one of the most
productive lineman in college football, as he allowed just 5 sacks in the
last 3 seasons. He lacks flashiness
in his game and may appear underwhelming at times, but he is one
of the most steady and consistent
players coming into the draft. With
Mitchell you just know what you are
getting. He is coming out of a smaller conference, but graded out terrifically in 2021 with a 94.8 from PFF.
He only played a few P5 opponents,
but rose to the occasion against Texas in 2021 and played on of his best
career games.
There were concerns with Mitchell’s
size, but he weighed in at 307 lbs
at the combine. He most likely will
play at a bit smaller in season, which
could be a detractor in the NFL, as he
is also one of the least powerful players in the class. However, Mitchell is
one of the more polished players in
the group, which will keep him ready
to be thrown into the mix early in his
career. He will be an attractive day 2
pick for teams looking to add steady
depth on the offensive line.
Max Mitchell is a high floor offensive
tackle that has what it takes to make
it as a longterm starter in the NFL.
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OT7

LOUISIANA 6’6” | 307 LBS

#66 VELUSJONES JR
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

EXCEPTIONALLY FAST, ESPECIALLY FOR THICK AND POWERFUL FRAME
A++ SPECIAL TEAMER
STEADY IMPROVER

•
•

LIKELY NEVER WILL BE AN
NFL WR1
ROUTE TECHNIQUE
5th YR SR WHO STRUGGLED
W/ CONSISTENCY

SCOUTING REPORT

Velus Jones Jr. finished up his 5th season of college ball at Tennessee this fall
after transferring from a crowded WR
room at USC. Throughout his career,
he was mostly leaned on as a dominant special teams returner and earned
honors including the 2021 SEC Special
Teamer of the Year. Last fall he also
had his first truly productive season as
a WR, where he hauled in 62 receptions
for 807 yards and 7 TDs. This earned
Jones an invitation to the Reese’s Senior Bowl, where he had a solid week
and elevated his stock into a mid-round
grade.
Jones is an uber athletic prospect who
has crazy 4.3 speed for a 200+ pound
WR. He constantly improved and has
showcased himself as more than just a
returner, however, that ability is what
will elevate him to a squad in the end.
With the upside of 5 years of experience comes the downside of age, which
is troubling for the soon to be 25 year
old rookie. However, Jones can play on
every special teams unit as well as line
up all over the field as a depth piece and
has the versitility to keep his stock as a
late Day 2, early Day 3 prospect.
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WR14
TENNESSEE 6’0” | 200 LBS

#67 DYLANPARHAM
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

ONE OF THE BEST MOVING OFFENSIVE LINEMAN
4 YEAR PRODUCTIVE STARTER
VERSITILE, EVEN PLAYED C AT
SENIOR BOWL

•

THIN FOR A GUARD
LACK OF P5 EXPERIENCE
PLAYING AT MEMPHIS
MOST PRODUCTIVER YEAR
WAS AT RT

SCOUTING REPORT

A former 2 star recruit, Dylan Parham bursted onto the scene as a 4
year starter on the offensive line at
Memphis. He is a flexible interior
lineman that moves exceptionally
well all around the field and anchored
the offensive line for the Tigers. He
logged over 3,000 snaps on the offensive line, primarily spending his
time at guard but also spent the 2020
season at right tackle. What is most
impressive is that he allowed just 1
sack over the course of his 779 snaps
at tackle, which pushes the envelope
for his versitility.
There is a lot of upside to love from
Parham, but he also faced just 1 P5
opponent in the final 2 years of his
career. However, the traits are exceptional for a team looking for a
flexible lineman that can move like
a Tight End and fill holes. The versitility factor is also exciting and will
be a factor in moving his stock up
boards.
The frame is average for an interior lineman in the league but it is
for a good reason. Parham’s biggest
strength is the way he moves around
the field, which is even more important at the next level.
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IOL5

MEMPHIS 6’3” | 311 LBS

#68 JAKEFERGUSON
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

DISCEPTIVE ATHLETE THAT
BOUNCES AROUND FIELD
SOLID BLOCKING TECHNIQUE
ABOVE AVERAGE SPEED

•

LACKS STRENGTH REQUIRED TO PLAY IN-LINE
ROLE
WOULD LOVE TO SEE
HEAVIER REC. ROLE

SCOUTING REPORT

It’s hard to highly rank a receiving tight end from a run heavy offense but Jake Ferguson is just that.
He was a 4 year contributor to the
Wisconsin Badger’s offense that took
advantage of his low level of targets
and posted above average numbers.
Despite the fact that he saw just 57
passes thrown his way in 2021, he
hauled in 43 receptions for 417 yards
and 2 TDs.
Ferguson had a 70/30 blend of inline to slot in college, but likely will
spend most of his NFL career playing
in the slot. He has a skillset the reminds me of receiving tight ends like
Dan Arnold and likely won’t spend
much time in-line blocking.
Ferguson is a terrific athlete with the
ideal tight end frame. He had a great
combine where he ran a 4.8 40 yard
dash, 31 inch vertical and 118 inch
broad jump. All of these numbers
bode well for a 250 lbs tight end that
will primarily lineup in the slot.
Jake Ferguson is a polished vet that
could have really benefitted from a
heavier passing role. However, he
has the traits I look for in an NFL
tight end and could go as high as mid
Day 2.
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TE5

WISCONSIN 6’5” | 244 LBS

#69 TYLERALLGEIER
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•
•

IDEAL NFL FRAME
VERY TOUGH RUNNER
GREAT PRODUCTION
28 RECEPTION IN 2021...SOLID

•

LACK BREAKAWAY SPEED
LIKELY A ROLE PLAYING
SCATBACK (NOT BELLCOW)
PASS PRO NEEDS WORK

SCOUTING REPORT

Allgeier absolutely shredded college football over the last two seasons. He took over
the offense from Zach Wilson in 2021 and
accounted for 1,800 yards and 23 TDs for the
10-2 BYU Cougars. I’ve seen him knocked
time after time for his speed and clocked
a mere 4.6 40 at the combine. He is the
type of prospect that could’ve erased a lot
of doubt with strong testing numbers, but
he will face a tough uphill battle against a
solid group of athletes.
The first thing that comes to mind when
watching Allgeier is his incredible vision
and IQ. Size, speed and strength are obviously all important, but he really checks
the boxes for all of the intangibles. The
second area that jumps off the film is his
ability to pass protect. Not only was he one
of the most willing, he was also one of the
most dominant in the nation.
As mentioned above, he has been knocked
for his burst and acceleration, but when he
gets a full head of steam, he usually will
break one away. I don’t ever get the sense
that he lacks breakaway speed, but he definitely is not the most agile in the class.
However, Allgeier certainly has the makeup of a 3 down NFL back and will work well
in a diverse role in a high powered offense.
Allgeier lacked the breakaway speed on
tape and further backed it up with a 4.6 at
the combine, but he is an all around good
football player that should find his way.
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RB4

BYU 5’11” | 224 LBS

#70 BERNHARDRAIMANN
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

GREAT ATHLETE (RECRUITED
AS A TE)
SOLID IMPROVEMENT
DISCIPLINED PLAYER WITH
EXCELLENT COACHABILITY

ONLY FEW YEARS OF EXP
LATE SWITCH TO OT
FEW P5 EXPERIENCE
STEEP NFL DEV. CURVE
BLW AVG SIZE AND FRAME

SCOUTING REPORT

Bernhard Raimann enters the draft with
one of the most interesting backgrounds
in the class. Raimann arrived at Central
Michigan as a 240 lbs exchange student
from Steinbrunn, Austria who was joining
the football team as a Tight End. Over the
course of his first two seasons, he packed on
an additional 60 lbs of mass and made the
switch offensive line and became the teams
starting Left Tackle to begin his third year.
Since then, Raimann has steadily shown
incredible improvement each and every
outing and finished his career on a high
mark by not allowing a single pressure in
his final six games. Raimann earned a well
deserved invite to the Senior Bowl after a
successful two season, where he allowed
just 1 sack in his career.
Raimann is an athletic specimen that moves
around the field like he did as a Tight End.
The footwork, explosiveness and hands
are incredible, especially given his limited
time in the position. His improvement and
coach-ability is very encouraging and will
intrigue teams to take a shot on a guy that
has the potential to develop into a steady
NFL starter. However, on the downside,
he has limited experience in the position,
doesn’t have the best frame (sub 33 inch
arms) and will certainly need to continue
to pack on weight (only at 300 lbs). At the
end of the day, we have seen many successful transitions from TE to OT and he
brings a rare set of athleticism and intangibles that should keep his floor as an early
day 2 pick.
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OT8

CENTRAL MICHIGAN 6’6” | 300 LBS

#71

CAMTAYLOR-BRITT

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

EXCITING SPEED (4.37 40 YD)
VERY FLUID IN COVERAGE
A LOT OF UPSIDE AND FUN
PLAY-STYLE THAT COACHES
LOVE

•

OPPOSITE OF A LONG
FRAME (31 INCH ARMS)
SOMETIMES OVER-AGRO
AND NEEDS TO LET PLAYS
DEVELOP

SCOUTING REPORT

Cam Taylor-Britt is a late blooming
riser with press potentional, however never got to play much of this type
of a role at Nebraska. The athletic
profile is impressive and matches his
game well. Perhaps him most impressive quality is the versitility that
he offers, which helps his stock out
tremendously. He is great in coverage and moves around the field with
ease, which showed up at the combine with a 4.38 40 yard dash. Also,
he is one of the better tackling corners and contributed 52 tackles in
2021.
Taylor-Britt is far from a polished
prospect, but the upside is what
keeps him in this range. He fits the
profile as a contributing CB2 with
press potential, but I don’t think he
has shown enough to be drafted with
the capital it takes to land a lockdown CB1. That being said, he’s only
played cornerback for a portion of his
career and much of it was exclusively
in zone.
Anytime you see a cornerback prospect with the athleticism of Taylor-Britt, they will naturally climb
big boards in April. There is a lot to
love, but he will be a project in coverage.
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CB9

NEBRASKA 5’11” | 196 LBS

#72 PIERRESTRONG
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

BLAZING SPEED (4.37 40)
HOME RUN THREAT EVERY
PLAY
GREAT PRODUCTION
THICK LOWER BUILD

•

FCS PROSPECT WITH NO P5
EXPERIENCE
698 CAREER TOUCHES, A
LOT OF TREAD ON THE
TIRES

SCOUTING REPORT

Strong is a small school prospect,
but has been one of the most productive and consistent backs in all
of football throughout his career.
The Jackrabbit RB is light at just
205, but plays up to his size and
is an absolute bruiser on the field.
Through 4 seasons at the FCS level, he has accumulated 4,500 yards
on the ground, 600 through the air
and 43 TDs.
Strong is a spark-plug that actually weighed in at his true playing
weight at the Shrine Bowl and is
one of the best RBs in pass protection in the entire class. He likely
won’t be drafted early, but listen
for his name in the late rounds and
expect for him to 100% be in the
running to make a 53 man roster.
It’s easy to knock a small school
runner that barely tops 205 but
Pierre Strong Jr. has a lot to love
with his game and I certainly think
it will translate in some form or
fashion at the next level.
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RB5

SD STATE 5’11” | 207 LBS

#73 DRAKEJACKSON
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

3 YR STARTER W/ PRODUCTION
CRAZY SIZE & POWER
34 INCH ARMS MAKE UP FOR
HIS HEIGHT
GREASY & BENDY PASS RUSH-

20 YR OLD
LACKS NFL POWER
JUST 254...CAN HE EVEN
PLAY INSIDE AND HANDLE
AN NFL GUARD HEAD ON?

SCOUTING REPORT

The hometown hero was a three year
starter for the Trojans and has been
on the NFL Draft map since his first
ever game with the Trojans. Despite
having a less than stellar frame,
Drake Jackson has exceptionally long
arms and a slippery set of pass rushing moves that have helped get him
to the QB. The bend appears very natural on tape and he is very flexible.
His traits are more than solid, which
bodes well for one of the youngest
players in the class.
Jackson had just 13 career sacks, but
the Trojans played just 6 games in
2020, where Jackson put together his
best tape. For edge rushers, it is much
more about the traits and potential
that it is about the production. Jackson is a big time project but has the
potential to be a big time contributor
in the NFL. His natural athleticism
also keeps the doors open for a variety of roles and schemes that he cant
fit into.
The power will be an uphill battle
and Jackson will immediatley need
to start packing on weight to make it
as an every down edge in the NFL. As
of now, he deserves a day 2 grade on
upside and traits alone.
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EDGE11
USC 6’3” | 254 LBS

#74 CAMERONTHOMAS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•
•
•

BIG TIME PRODUCTION
MOVES LIKE A CAT
STRONG WEEK AT THE SENIOR
BOWL WHERE HE DOMINATED
P5 OL

AVERAGE TESTER
LACKS NFL POWER
MAY BE PASS RUSH SPECIALIST

SCOUTING REPORT

Cameron Thomas had scouts buzzing in the fall as he put together one
of the most productive seasons in all
of college football. He finished 2021
with 12 sacks, 21 hits, and 44 pressures, which ultimately earned him a
spot at the Senior Bowl. Initially there
were some worries about Thomas
playing against weaker competition,
but he absolutely showed out against
his lone P5 opponents, Arizona and
Utah. He further helped his case with
a strong week at the Senior Bowl
where he dominated the cometition.
One of the best aspects of Thomas as
a prospect is his explosiveness for a
270 pounder. He moves around like a
linebacker and is ofter the first rusher in the backfield.
The hands match the agility as his
toolbox is about as polished as anyone this year. He may not be a double digit sack artist his first year as a
pro, but I believe he will develop into
a very solid NFL defensive end who
will keep up with some of the highest level pass rushers. I am not sure
if he has the traits of a first rounder,
but someone is going to get a major
steal on day 2.
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EDGE12
SD STATE 6’4” | 267 LBS

#75 DEMARVINLEAL
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

ONE OF TOP COLLEGE DEFENSIVE LINEMAN IN COUNTRY
A&M HAS BEEN BREEDING
GROUND FOR NFL TALENT
CAN PLAY VERSITILE ROLE

•
•

VERY LIGHT AND LACK
POWER TO BE ELITE DT
LACKS BURST TO PLAY EDGE
15% CAREER MISSED TACKLE RATE

SCOUTING REPORT

Draft fatigue is a real thing and certain prospects often fall victim to it
this time of the year. For DeMarvin
Leal, he entered the season as a consensus top 10 pick but has falled outside of the 1st round. He was always
a true tweener on the defensive line
and never made the anticipated jump
in production in 2021. However, he is
still a solid round 2 pick that should
remain on the bubble for the first
round.
The biggest concern with Leal is
that he truely is split between playing Edge & DT in the NFL. At 283,
he would be one of the lightest defensive tackles in the league, but
also lacks that next level burst to get
around the edge. He often bullrushed
offensive tackles, but lacks the power to do so in the NFL. However, he
put together solid sack production
and finished 2021 with 9 sacks and
23 hurries.
He is far from a polished prospect and
carries a lot of risk due to his sizespeed combo. I still think the upside
is there and that Leal will get a solid
shot at being a multi-year producer
in the NFL. We have seen tweeners
make us miss many times before.
However, Leal’s tape is mid and will
drop his trait-heavy grade.
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DT4

TEXAS A&M 6’4” | 283 LBS

#76 CHRISTIANHARRIS
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

INSANELY ATHLETIC LB THAT
CONSTANTLY IMPROVED
SABAN TAUGHT PROFESSIONALISM
ELITE CEILING

•

RECKLESS PLAYSTYLE
PLAY RECOGNITION NEEDS
TO IMPROVE
LIABILITY IN COVERAGE

SCOUTING REPORT
Christian Harris is one of the highest ceiling
prospects in the draft but will have a steep
learning curve at the next level. He flies around
like a bullet all over the field and makes some of
the most impressive plays, but he is a very raw
prospect that at times can be a bit too reckless.
He got away with it at Alabama, but will need
to improve at the next level. Like Lloyd, Harris
has prototypical size and speed to be an effective LB at the next level, but he will be drafted
with the intention of being a true NFL Project
rather than someone a team can lean on right
away.
Right off the bat, Harris’s biggest glaring
weakness is very obviously his ability in coverage. At times he made some incredible plays
that should showcase his true potential as a
cover-backer, but there were games such as
against Florida, Texas A&M and Arkansas where
he was completely exposes. Sometimes a LBs
coverage ability in college can be hard to predict due to schemes or roles, but one thing that
is very clear is that he will be playing against
much better QBs than Emory Jones, Zach Calzada and KJ Jefferson. In 2021, Harris allowed 3
passing TDs, 421 yards and an opposing passer
rating of 123.7. This will be a major point of
emphasis in his development.
As a pass rusher, Harris played a major role
in the dominate Alabama attack and racked up
7 sacks, 26 pressures and 16 hurries. The raw
ability and potential is very evident on film, but
he often relies on size and speed rather than
any sort of pass rush moves or techniques.
Again, the upside is by far the most attractive
part of his game as a prospect. At the end of
the day, Harris will fit any role or scheme and
is a great all-around linebacker prospect with
potential through the roof.
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LB6

ALABAMA 6’1” | 226 LBS

#77

NIKBONITTO

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

GREAT ATHLETE THAT PLAYED
OLB IN PAST
TWITCHY 1ST STEP AND NFL
WORTHY BURST
3 YRS OF HIGH P.RUSH GRADES

•
•

TINY FRAME W/ SUB 33”
ARMS
NO BULL RUSH ABILITY
TWEENER THAT NEEDS TO
PACK ON WEIGHT

SCOUTING REPORT

Nik Bonitto is a high caliber tweener that brings tremendous upside
with his game. At 6’3” 248 lbs, his
frame is far from an ideal NFL edge
rusher. Bonitto might not be built
to bullrush at the next level but he
brings outstanding speed and twitch
that allowed him to play as an outside linebacker for a large portion of
his career. The versitility as a defensive lineman may be limited, but he
absolutely will pass rush at an elite
level from a Wide 9 in a designated
pass rusher role.
The weight is very light for an NFL
defensive lineman, but the worries don’t stop there. He’s not a super long prospect with sub-33 inch
arms. He is a pure speed rusher that
will thrive when he can pursue the
QB without having to face an offensive lineman head-on, which really
will limit the role to certain passing
situations.
Despite the underwhelming size and
power, Bonitto brings an NFL worthy
burst that will earn him an opportunity at the next level. 3 years of solid pass rush grading and production
will also ease the worries with his
underwhelming size and frame. If
you can land a role player like this in
the late 3rd, you’ve had a good draft.
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EDGE13
OKLAHOMA 6’3” | 248 LBS

#78

ROMEODOUBS

PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

FIELD SPREADER THAT CAN
PUSH IT DEEP FOR A BIG GUY
SOLID RANGEY FRAME
BUILT TO PLAY FOOTBALL

•

ROLE PLAYER THAT CAN
PUSH BALL DEEP & ALSO
GET TO STICKS
LIKELY LIMITED TO POSSESSION RECEIVER

SCOUTING REPORT

The lanky Romeo Doubs was a frequent
target of QB Carson Strong’s and posted
back to back 1,000 yard seasons and a
combined 20 TDs over the last 2 years.
The Senior never finished a season
with fewer than 500 yards or 40 receptions and was a steady producer in the
Mountain West. He earned honors as
well as a trip to the Senior Bowl where
he stood out as a top player. Doubs is
a big prospect that fills his frame, but
smartly elected not to test due to the
fact that his stock would probably be
closely aligned with his numbers rather
than tape. I had fears that he may test
slower than his play speed, so this decision may pan out to be for the best.
Doubs is fast but lacks the quick twitch
and burst that you’d want from an every down receiver. He is a viable deep
threat as he has great long speed and
a knack for getting behind defenders.
His ball skills might be his best aspect,
as he uses his frame wisely and tracks
pass with ease from one of the biggest
arms in college football.
Doubs is a solid prospect but is on the
older end of the group and likely has already seen his best days of football.
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WR15
NEVADA 6’2” | 200 LBS

#79 CALVINAUSTIN III
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

SPEED DEMON
SPECIAL TEAMS/RETURNER
UPSIDE
VERY SOLID ROUTE RUNNER
AND BEST MOVER IN CLASS

•

TINY FRAME THAT WILL
NEED TO ADD WEIGHT
LOCKED INTO A SLOT ROLE
BUT CAN BE ELITE SLOT
PRODUCER

SCOUTING REPORT

Calvin Austin III was one of my favorite prospects to watch live at the
Senior Bowl and saw a ton of potential watching his speed first hand.
Austin certainly floats like a butterfly
but doesn’t sting like a bee. At 5’9”
162, there is little hope that Austin
can handle the wear and tear of a
starting WR job in the NFL. However, he brings a versitile and gadgety
skillset and natural returning abilities that could earn him a roster spot.
Austin did nothing but produce at
Memphis and the former walk-on
has consistently played up to his size
woes and held his own against any
competition. He very well could develop into a starting slot and he is
one of the most natural movers on
the field. He is also a super high
character prospect that will win over
a front office with his interviews and
tenacity.
Austin brings 4.3 speed that makes
up for his tiny frame but I don’t ever
see him as much more than an extra
slot target and returner.
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WR16
MEMPHIS 5’9” | 162 LBS

#80

COBYBRYANT

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

JIM THORPE AWARD WINNER
EXCEPTIONAL SEASON & CAREER OF PRODUCTION
HIGH IQ PLAYER
HIGH CHARACTER LEADER

•

BENEFITTED A LOT FROM
SAUCE AND COOK
AVERAGE ATHLETE W/ SUB
PAR AGILITY

SCOUTING REPORT

It’s rare that we see two AAC CBs
in the top 10 of the rankings,
nevertheless, two from the same
school, but Ahmad Gardner and
Colby Bryant are as real as it gets.
The Jim Thorpe Award recipient
was a four-year starter at Cincinnati who showed steady improvement year-over-year. Bryant is
nowhere close to the prospect that
his teammate is, which is primarily due to the lack of exceptional
athleticism or speed. He is a great,
high IQ corner with a solid frame,
but he is not going to be able to
match feet with many above-average WR1s in the NFL.
Despite being 6’1”, his arms came
in below 31 inches, so the frame
isn’t exactly perfect. To go along
with that, his footwork, agility,
and movement is average at best.
Bryant has the potential to be a
solid contributor in some schemes
but lacks the overall athleticism
and speed to be a true NFL lockdown. However, any team would
be happy to have Bryant at the
right price due to his high IQ playstyle and overall leadership abilities.
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CB10

CINCINNATI 6’1” | 194 LBS

#81 TARIQWOOLEN
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•

•
•

SIZE OF A SMALL EDGE RUSHER THAT RAN A 4.2
BEST COMBO OF SIZE/SPEED
LANKY FRAME WITH SOLID
LEVERAGE SKILLS

100% A TRAITS PROSPECT
RAW & UNDEVELOPED

SCOUTING REPORT

Tariq Woolen was a prospect that
caught my eye at the Senior Bowl,
not just because of several strong
practices, but also because of his
insane combination of size and
speed. When first standing next
to him, I think he must be an undersized edge rusher and was a bit
surprised to piece together that he
was a CB that was clocked at the
highest speed ever recorded at the
event. The athletic traits are legitimately unreal, and he moves with
such low effort and exceptional
grace.
The downside of Woolen is that he
is 100% dependent on traits, as his
tape is littered with inconsistencies and raw, undeveloped traits.
That is both a blessing and a curse.
Yes, he physically upside keeps
his ceiling exceptionally high, but
can he develop and how long will
it take? The upside cannot be ignored, but he will be as much of a
project as anyone in this class.
The athletic profile makes Woolen
into a high ceiling prospect, but he
will find that the NFL requires a
lot more than just size and speed.
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CB11

UTSA 6’4” | 205 LBS

#82

ISAIAHLIKELY

PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

NATURAL RECEIVER THAT
PLAYS FASTER THAN HIS 4.8
BIG RUN BLOCKING ROLE AT
COASTAL CAROLINA
HIGH END PRODUCTION

NOT MANY P5 OPPONENTS
UNDERWHELMING LENGTH
POOR TESTER FOR HIS
SKILLSET

SCOUTING REPORT

Likely wrapped up an incredible season
with a huge performance in the Cure
Bowl, where he amassed 7 receptions
for 96 yards and 2 TDs. Although this
may seem like an amazing statistical
performance for a TE, it was probably
his 4th or 5th best outing of the year.
When grading a prospect, you can only
rely on statistical production so much…
but when you’ve got a guy who can put
up a 232 yard and 4 TD performance
(with a 99 yard TD), it helps you see
how that player can produce at the next
level. Likely was one of the top target’s of Coastal Carolina’s efficient QB,
Grayson McCall.
Despite being apart of a run heavy
scheme, Likely was plenty involved in
the overall production of the Chanticleers offense. He doesn’t have prototypical size, as he may even be a hair
under 240, but he blocks well enough to
temper any worries in that department.
He is extremely athletic and can play
a bunch of different roles at the next
level, but also possesses raw strength.
This combination reminds me a lot of
Tommy Tremble, who was a 3rd round
pick last season by the Carolina Panthers. Likely is likely a project at the
next level, but very much should get
involved offensively as soon as he gets
to the NFL.
Small school TEs are usually hit or miss,
but Likely was a pure WR for Coastal
Carolina.
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TE6

COASTAL CAROLINA 6’4” | 245 LBS

#83

ALECPIERCE

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•

•

•

GREAT SIZE-SPEED COMBO
ONE OF TOP ROUTE RUNNERS
VERY SOLID 4.41 40 YARD
DASH FOR HIS SIZE
PLAYS FAST & STRONG

•
•

PROBABLY LIMITED TO A
ROLE
AGILITY IS GOOD, NOT
GREAT FOR SIZE
LACKS BURST/SEPARATION

SCOUTING REPORT

Alec Pierce has been Desmond Ridder’s favorite target for years and
capped off his final college season
with great production. Pierce is a big
& strong wide receiver that tested
exceptionally well and brings a lot to
the table. Most notable, he clocked a
fast 4.4 40 yard dash time and added a 40.5 vertical jump. Pierce is the
complete athletic package but on
tape he shows some inconsistencies
on breaks and failure to get much
cushion. Despite testing, his agility
is average and likely will be an NFL
possession receiver.
Pierce had a solid showing at the Senior Bowl before leaving early due
to injury. There is a lot to love with
Pierce but he is a raw route runner
that never cracked 1,000 yards or 55
receptions in a season. He will be a
deceptive deep threat that can come
in on certain packages early in his
career but I don’t see teams drafting
him to be a starting receiver. However, crazy things happen and depth
charts are never safe. The key to
making a team will be special teams
for Pierce but the receiving upside is
also there.
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WR17
CINCINNATI 6’3” | 213 LBS

#84

SEANRHYAN

PROS:

CONS:

•
•
•
•

•

ELITE GUARD FRAME
3 YRS AS A P5 STARTER
RAW, UNTAPPED POTENTIAL
VERSITILITY TO SWING OUT TO
TACKLE

•

TECHNIQUE IS AN UPHILL
BATTLE
24 YR OLD ROOKIE

SCOUTING REPORT

Sean Rhyan is a 3 year starter
with some serious P5 snaps and
has been the starting LT since his
freshman year. Since then, he has
logged 2,267 snaps and only allowed 2 career sacks. Despite the
success at UCLA, Rhyan may work
best in the NFL as a Guard due to
his sub 33-inch arms.
At 6’5” 321, the frame doesn’t get
much better to play guard in the
NFL for a long time. Rhyan brings
solid power with his game and it is
easy to see the transferablility on
tape. You can also see the true improvements each year, as he was a
raw project when he first arrived
at UCLA.
There is a lot to love from Ryan
and he is an explosive, young talent that brings ideal size to the
NFL. He will be challenged early on to clean some aspects up on
tape. Regardless, he is a high upside offensive lineman that should
be a day 2 selection.
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OT9

UCLA 6’5” | 321 LBS

#85 SAMWILLIAMS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

DOMINATED THE SEC
HIGH END TRAITS THAT DOMINATED THE COMBINE
BIG TIME SPEED RUSHER THAT
CLOCKED 4.46 AT 260 LBS

•
•

LATE BLOOMER THAT WILL
BE 23 YR OLD ROOKIE
DISAPPEARED IN BIG GAMES
VERY INCONSISTENT TAPE

SCOUTING REPORT

Sam Williams had a massive breakout
season in 2021, where he produced 13
sacks, 40 hurries and 23 run stops. He
followed up his strong season with a
rock solid combine and most notably ran a 4.46 40 yard dash at 6’4”
261 lbs. The traits and production are
truly impressive but he is a major
late bloomer with not much to brag
about outside of his 2021 season. To
add on to that, his tape shows a lot of
inconsistencies for a veteran. Lastly,
Williams will be a 23 year old rookie,
which firmly places him towards the
backend of the class.
There is a lot to love with Williams,
but he is a high risk/high reward type
of prospect that will face an uphill
battle with his technique and pass
rush moves. A team will be happy
to add an athlete of his caliber that
produced such huge numbers in the
SEC, but his pass rush heavily relies
on speed over anything else. Speed
alone is not enough to make it in
the NFL and Williams will probably find himself for the first time in
his life not being the best athlete on
the field. Regardless, there is a lot to
work with if Williams can buy in and
I have no doubt that he can become
a double digit sack, every down edge
rusher in the NFL.
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EDGE14
OLE MISS 6’4” | 260 LBS

#86 KHALILSHAKIR
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•
•

TWITCHY ROUTE RUNNER
THAT WILL GET OPEN IN NFL
GREAT ATHLETE
ONE OF FLASHIEST PROSPECTS
ANKLE BREAKER

•

ROUTE RUNNING RELIES ON
ATHLETICISM...NOT A GOOD
SIGN IN NFL
RUMBLINGS OF WOES OVER
PROFESSIONALISM

SCOUTING REPORT

The veteran has topped the 200 reception, 20 TD club and was just 122
yards shy of eclipsing the 3,000 yard
mark. Through his career, Shakir has
dazzled in the Mountain West. His
routes are crisp, but he is probably
going to be highly coveted as a WR2
or WR3 that can help spread the field
as a deep threat.
When I think of twitchy route running, the first prospect I think of is
Shakir. He lets the route develop and
knows the exact time to catch a defender leaning to throw in a move.
Shakir is truly one of the flashiest
receivers and a true ankle breaker
that will create highlight plays.
However, he also lack elite strength
and has short arms that could make
blocking and press an uphill battle.
The best way I have heard Shakir’s
game referenced was by Lance Zierlein who said “his game might be
quicker than fast”. That sounds repetitive but it is spot on and Shakir
constantly will juke several players
only to be caught before breaking it
loose for a touchdown.
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WR18

BOISE STATE 6’0” | 190 LBS

#87 ISAIAHSPILLER
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

ONE OF MOST STEADY SEC
BACKS OF LAST 3 YRS
SOLID FRAME FOR EVERY
DOWN BACK
NATURAL CATCHER

•

SPEED AND BURST IS A MAJOR CONCERN
LIKELY A ROLE PLAYER

SCOUTING REPORT
Spiller lacks the long speed and elite burst on
tape but other than that he is a rather complete prospect that plays sound football and
gets the job done. In his three seasons at A&M
he compiled 946, 1,036, and 1,011 yards respectively. Although he never posted any Heisman
type numbers, three straight seasons on the 1k
mark in the SEC West is impressive in its own
right. Spiller fights for the extra yards and has
shown excellent vision at times, despite his
limited big play ability. He is also a natural receiver that frequently rolled out for passes. Another extremely strong aspect of Spiller is his
body control, especially in the receiving phase.
He tracks balls with ease and makes off target
catches frequently, which further emphasizes
his athletic ability and role playing potential.
Spiller’s biggest cause for concern is his burst
and speed, which obviously is a pretty important trait for any position. At times, he also
dances around rather than barreling through
defenders like you would hope. However, he
does possess one of the best cutting abilities
and is excellent laterally and when changing
directions. His footwork is truly impressive for
a 215 lbs RB, but there have always been questions about his breakaway speed and big play
ability. This class may lack top tier talent, but
it is a deep class of Day 2 backs and Spiller very
much belongs inside the top 10 for the position. He would be a great selection for a team
that utilizes patient and gap-dependent bell
cows. Spiller certainly has the build to make
it as an every down back, but perhaps he could
be paired with a smaller and quicker receiving back to help maximize his potentially and
production. Spiller failed to ease any concerns
with speed or athleticism, as he ran a a 4.6 40
yard dash and a 30 inch vertical.
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RB6

TEXAS A&M 6’0” | 217 LBS

#88

TYLERBADIE

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

HIGH FOOTBALL IQ
VERSITILE RB THAT CAN PLAY
VARIETY OF ROLES
GREAT SPEED (4.4)
NATURAL PASS CATCHER

•

ONE OF THE SMALLEST
BACKS IN THE CLASS
LIKELY A ROLE PLAYER

SCOUTING REPORT

Badie measured into the Combine at just
5’8″, but weighed in around 200 lbs. There
were some worries heading into the draft
that he would be extremely undersized,
but it seems that his height and weight are
manageable for the NFL. Size also certainly didn’t stop Badie from producing in the
best conference in football, as he had 1,600
yards, 18 TDs and 54 receptions in the bellcow role for the Missouri Tigers in 2021. It
is also worth noting that Badie excelled in
the classroom and was an annual selection
for the SEC Honor Roll throughout his career. Badie brings versatility to the table.
He is pound-for-pound the hardest runner
in the class and also has an incredible receiving skillset. He also plays with incredible vision and finds the correct lanes before
attacking them.
The biggest detractor for Badie is obvious and you can probably guess from first
glance. He is undersized, at just 5’8″ and
197 lbs. He isn’t the smallest in the world
and guys at his size absolutely have found
success, but it may worry teams into only
considering Badie for capital of a niche role
rather than an every down back. Pass protection will also be an issue at the next level, as he will almost always be the shortest
player on the field.
Badie is an explosive and versatile playmaker that always has a home run in his
back pocket. His receiving abilities and
high football IQ will attract front offices to
overpay for a player who could turn into a
lot more than a role playing 3rd down back.
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RB7

MISSOURI 5’8” | 197 LBS

#89 RACHAADWHITE
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•
•

GREAT RECEIVER
HUGE FRAME, BUT NEEDS TO
PACK ON WEIGHT
JUST 228 CAREER CARRIES
PHYSICAL BACK

•
•
•

SPEED AND BURST IS A MAJOR CONCERN
TALL & LANKY FRAME
RUNS VERY UPRIGHT
JUST 1 YR AS BELLCOW

SCOUTING REPORT

White is one of the most dynamic
running backs in the class. He had
only 42 career attempts heading into
the season, but had an average of 10
yards a carry and 5 TDs. In 2021, he
upped the ante and put together a
1,000 yard & 15 TD season on just 182
attempts, and also added 450 yards
through the air with 43 receptions.
This certainly pushes the envelope
for his ability to play in a versatile
role or even starting as a receiving
back role.
He is a big and physical back that
runs through contact, but that same
ability is not always evident as a
pass blocker. It is also a tad bit concerning because the physicality also
is lacking on his between the tackle runs. He seems to almost always
bust the play to the outside when the
opportunity remotely presents itself, which will be a red flag on film.
However, his versatile skillset and
great size-speed combo will keep his
name in play as a early career role
playing back with major potential to
breakout.
Testing went well for White, where
he had a 4.48 40 yard dash, 38 inch
vertical and 125 inch broad jump.
He brings a special skillset that absolutely will contribute to a team in
some form or fashion.
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RB8

ARIZONA STATE 6’0” | 214 LBS

#90

SAMHOWELL

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•
•

•

LIVE ARM
GREAT ATHLETE THAT CAN
RUN
MULTI-YEAR STARTER AT A P5
PROGRAM

•

ACCURACY WAS TERRIBLE
TOO OFTEN ELECTS HR PASS
LACKS ABILITY TO STAND
TALL
SLOPPY FOOTWORK

SCOUTING REPORT
I’ve been big fan of the rocket-armed QB since
he took over the program as a true freshman,
but I haven’t seen him take the leap of development. Howell experienced a disappointing
dip from 2020 to 2021. He put out some of the
worst tape of his career at moments and really
solidified his potential to being a strong-armed
gunslinger, rather than a polished veteran controlling games. He was not the best decision
maker and at many times showed some questionable throws for some of the simplest reads.
He has a very solid arm, but he frequently
missed passes all over the field. To add more
concern to that, his footwork is extremely
sloppy and at certain times it limited him from
moving the ball to certain areas, without having a strong platform. It seems as if Howell
is always looking for that home run ball, even
when there is an open guy across the middle
that can easily move the chains. Howell often
bails out of the pocket quickly and you will almost never see him stand tall and drive a throw
through contact.
Probably the most concerning part of his game
is the amount of time it takes him to make a
decision and move the ball. He was sacked far
too much. At initial instinct, I thought that this
number was inflated because of a bad offensive
line, however, on film I place a lot of the blame
on Howell. Yes, the offensive line struggled at
times, but Howell was sacked 36, 33, and then
47 times respectively, and a lot of those were
due to holding onto the ball far too long and
his inability to throw the ball away and live to
play another down. It is also worth noting, all
of his statistics, outside of rushing the ball, regressed.
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QB5

NORTH CAROLINA 6’0” | 220 LBS

#91 MYJAISANDERS
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•
•

3 YR STARTER THAT DOMINATED
54 HURRIES IN 2021
SOLID FRAME AND TRAITS
KEPT UP W/ BIG TIME TEAMS

•
•

TOOK STEP BACK WITH 2021
SACK PRODUCTION
20 FLAGS...EYE OPENING
STAT
SHORT ARMS

SCOUTING REPORT

Myjai Sanders was one of the most
productive edge rushers in college
football and was key contributor in
the Bearcat’s historic run. Despite
the fact that he took a step back in
sack production from 2020-2021, he
compuled an astonishing 54 hurries, which ranked 3rd in the entire
country. Sanders is an explosive pass
rusher with high level traits and a
lanky frame, but he will be a role dependant contributor in his early career.
It’s easy to knock small school edge
rushers, especially when they lack
the ideal power to make it at the
next level. However, Myjai Sanders
had some of his most notable games
when the lights were brightest. He
was one of the Bearcat’s few bright
spots in their first ever CFP Playoff
game against Alabama, where he recorded 20 hurries. Sander’s big game
tendencies are impressive, but it has
us scratching our heads as he played
down to lesser competition.
Sanders is a lean and lanky edge
rusher that will make a roster in the
NFL, but will need to add on weight
and power to improve his skillset.
The upside is great and traits are
impressive, which should keep him
as a Day 2 guy.
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EDGE15
CINCINNATI 6’5” | 260 LBS

#92PERRIONWINFREY
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

EXPLOSIVE ATHLETE WITH
HIGH MOTOR
DOMINATED ALL WEEK LONG
AT THE SENIOR BOWL
GAMER

•
•

LACKS HIGH LEVEL TRAITS
FOR DT
JUST 290 LBS
PLAYED IN A NT HEAVY
ROLE AT OU

SCOUTING REPORT

Perrion Winfrey is a fun prospect
and may just be that in the NFL. He
is a true journeyman that bounced
around from CC and landed at Oklahoma in 2019. Winfrey put together two above average seasons at OU,
but was used primarily as an A/B Gap
tackle. At just 290, Winfrey is undersized to play any sort of NT role
in the NFL and likely will be bumped
over the tackle. Luckily, Winfrey was
aggressive as a pass rusher and put
together a 6 sack season from the
inside.
Winfrey may not be the highest trait
prospect in 2021, but he will win over
scouts in other ways. At the Senior
Bowl, he showcased a high end motor and love for the game of football.
He excelled all week and took home
the game’s defensive MVP award. In
his 28 snaps throughout the game,
he had 2 sacks.
Winfrey is tough to peg because he
had such a short P5 career and will
likely be playing a brand new role in
the NFL. He will likely play in a 3Tech
or over tackle in the NFL, which
makes his stock a bit too scheme dependent to rank inside my top 50.
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DT5

OKLAHOMA 6’4” | 290 LBS

#93 GREGDULCICH
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

ONE OF MOST NATURAL RECEIVERS IN CLASS
GREAT ROUTE RUNNER WITH
NATURAL ABILITY
PRODUCED AT HIGH LEVEL

•
•

LACKS THE MEASURABLES
AND TRAITS
4.7 40 YARD DASH AT 243 IS
FAR FROM IDEAL
RUN BLOCKING IS PROBLEM

SCOUTING REPORT

Greg Dulcich joined the UCLA Bruins
as a preferred walk-on, 0 star recruity, but finds himself declaring early for the NFL Draft just three years
later. Dulcich won the UCLA starting
TE role in 2020 and got off to a hot
start despite just playing a shortened
season. He followed up with another
strong season in 2021, where he was
one of the most productive receiving
TEs in the nation with 725 yards and
5 TDs.
It is hard to predict the success at
Dulcich in the NFL, as he lacks the
high level traits that will get you
drafted early. He also has an underwhelming frame, which is even more
troubling considering the fact that
he barely cracked a 4.7 40 yard dash.
Dulcich is closer to the size of an
oversized WR than an undersized
TE. He has failed to pack on much
weight and is about the same size he
was when he stepped on campus as a
0 star recruit. However, he has natural receiving ability and is a high IQ
tight end that will fight to make a
roster in the NFL.
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TE7

UCLA 6’4” | 243LBS

#94 DAMONECLARK
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

LIVE ARM THAT CAN THROW A
COUNTRY MILE
ACCURACY IS SOLID FOR CLASS
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU
GET

•
•

REPORTS INDICATE HE WAS
NOT PRAISED FOR INTERVIEWS
LACKS QB IQ FOR THE NFL
WEAK GAME MANAGER

SCOUTING REPORT

Damone Clark is a prospect with a
lot to love but is very much an NFL
project. His tape shows a lot of great
flashes, but there is a ton of work to
be done when he makes it to the next
level. The athleticism and size are
both huge selling points for his stock
and he put together a great final season at LSU before declaring for the
NFL.
He was an all-around linebacker
who found success in all phases of
the game and was the defensive core
of the LSU Tigers in 2021. Over the
past few years, LSU has had a loaded
LB room with guys like Jibril Cox and
Devin White and Clark could be the
next in line to make an impact in the
NFL.
Clark had a busy 2021 season, where
he racked up 123 tackles, 6 sacks
and 3 forced fumbles and finished
his strong season with 2nd Team
All-American and All-SEC honors. A
knock-on Clark would be his limited
experience, as he had just 20 starts
at LSU due to the aforementioned
crowded LB rooms he was a part of.
He may not be your day 1 Mike, but
Clark has a great skillset that will
transfer over to the NFL.
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LB7

LSU 6’3” | 240 LBS

#95 JAMAREESALYER
OT10

PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

ELITE SEC PRODUCTION
STARTED AT LT FOR NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
NFL POWER THAT CAN BE
USED AT GUARD

•

LACKS NFL LENGTH TO
PLAY OT
NOT AN INCREDIBLE MOVER

SCOUTING REPORT

A former 5 star prospect, Jamaree
Salyer took over at LT for the Bulldogs after Andrew Thomas departed.
Salyer may lack the desired length to
play tackle in the NFL, but he has a
great skillset that can help out on the
interior. He didn’t partake in much
of the speed or agility drills at the
combine, but he packs a punch and
showed that with 31 reps of bench
press.
Salyer has the skillset of an old school
mauler, but had great pass blocking
production throughout his career.
In the last 3 years, he allowed just
1 sacks and 11 hurries in the SEC. It
is also worth noting that he filled in
at all 5 spots on the OL through his
career before landing in the LT role.
I am not 100% sold on Salyer’s skillset transferring over as an immediate NFL starter, but the SEC production is hard to ignore. Usually in this
range, you look for guys with higher
upside and better traits, but elite SEC
production is always something that
will get you a second look.
If you are a team that is missing one
starter on the interior, rolling the
dice on Salyer could be a great move
in the 3rd round.
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GEORGIA 6’3” | 321 LBS

#96 LUKEGOEDEKE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

DISCIPLINED W GREAT TECHNIQUE
HANDS ARE STRONG AND ACTIVE
HIGH-FLOOR MAULER

TORN ACL IN 2020
ALLIGATOR ARMS
PROJECTS AS AN NFL GUARD

SCOUTING REPORT

You may not get the high upside
you would with one of the elite tier
tackles, but Luke Goedeke is an NFL
ready prospect that will bring great
consistency and discipline to the
next level. He is far from perfect in
terms of measurables and traits, but
is a high IQ prospect that will likely
role into a starting gig at guard. At
6’5” 312 lbs, he has a solid frame but
the arms are much less than desired
at 32 inches and his strengths likely
are much more in-tune to be an NFL
Guard.
Goedeke put together a solid year of
tape in 2019, but missed the entire
2020 season due to an ACL injury. To
follow up on the injury concerns, he
injured his hamstring at the Senior
Bowl and was unable to test at the
combine. When Goedeke has been on
the field, he has been very solid but
we are starting to see a trend with
injuries that have caused him to miss
extensive time.
For a team looking to spend a late
Day 2 pick on a high floor NFL Guard,
Luke Goedeke might be the guy.
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IOL6

CENTRAL MICHIGAN 6’5” | 312 LBS

#97 PHIDARIANMATHIS
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•

•

SOLID FRAME
POLISHED PASS RUSH TOOLBOX
VERSITILE DEFENSIVE LINEMAN COACHED BY SABAN

•
•

LACKS ELITE TRAITS AND
ATHLETICISM
BETTER PASS RUSHER THAN
RUN STUFFER
UNDERWHELMING PWR

SCOUTING REPORT

Phidarian Mathis is the latest DT
prospect to come out of Nick Saban’s
machine of a program and brings a
versitile skillset that will contribute right away in the NFL. For teams
looking for an additional player for
their DL rotation, Mathis brings a
steady skillset that has few holes.
He has the size to play all over the
defensive line and also brings a polished pass rushing toolbox.
Mathis has 4 solid years of tape, but
it wasn’t until 2021 that he became
one of the more valuable players
on the Crimson Tide defense. Like
mentioned above, Alabama churns
out NFL talent from their front 7 and
Mathis has benefitted from a solid
supporting cast. Last fall he finished
his career with a 7 sack season that
came up just shy of a National Championship. I love the all around ability
that Mathis brings as a prospect and
he absolutely would be a plug and
play steal on Day 2.
Usually, the defensive lineman that
hold the most value on draft day are
the ones with the high end traits.
Mathis is rather average in that category, but you can’t overlook a multiyear DL contributor coached by Nick
Saban.
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DT6

ALABAMA 6’4” | 310 LBS

#98 NICHOLASPETIT-FRERE
PROS:

CONS:

•

•
•
•

•
•

PERFECT FRAME TO PLAY
TACKLE IN THE NFL
LANKY ARMS THAT PACK
PUNCH
JUST 2 SACKS IN 2 YEARS

TECHNIQUE IS RAW
LACKS CONSISTENCY
RELIES TOO MUCH ON
TRAITS, CAN’T DO THAT IN
NFL

SCOUTING REPORT

Nicholas Petit-Frere fits the mold for
an Ohio State offensive line prospect.
He was a 5 star prospect with 2 full
seasons of starting experience. In
2021 he flipped from the right side
over to the left to become the blindside tackle for Heisman candidate
CJ Stroud. He put together two solid
seasons as a pass protecting offensive lineman, but he lacks the consistency on tape to rank towards the
top of the group.
Petit-Frere is one of the traitsiest
offensive lineman in the class. The
measurables are nearly perfect at
6’5” & 316 lbs, not to mention the
33.63 inch arms are ideal. Also, the
explosiveness for his size is eye popping on film and has you wondering
“what would his game be with some
improved technique”.
It was really hit or miss with Petit-Frere in his career at Ohio State.
There were games where he contained some of the best edge rushers
in the nation, but also times where
he was turned into burnt toast. He
brings high quality traits and measurables, but he will have some serious coaching at the next level.
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OT11

OHIO STATE 6’5” | 316 LBS

#99 DANIELFAALELE
PROS:

CONS:

•
•

•
•
•

•

MASSIVE SIZE AND FRAME
CONSTANTLY SHOWN IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCED ENOUGH FOR SENIOR BOWL BID

GENTLE GIANT
LIMITED EXPERIENCE
NO TRACK RECORD OF OT OF
THIS SIZE BEING GOOD OR
SUCCESSFUL

SCOUTING REPORT

Faalele is hard to miss on the field
at a whopping 6’8″ 384 lbs, but the
question that will have to be weighed
will be “is that even good?”. Yes, offensive line is a position that you
obviously want to bring in size, but
there isn’t much of a track record
for guys THAT big, which is a rather
high risk in the early rounds. However, Faalele produced at a high level at Minnesota, where he started at
RT in 2021 and allowed just 1 sack all
season and just 1 pressure in his final
8 games.
What is most concerning about
Faalele’s game is he is a gentle giant. Yes, he has an absurdly huge
body even for an NFL offensive tackle, but he certainly plays down to his
size in several ways. On the upside,
he moves rather well for a guy who
is a few cheeseburgers shy of the 400
pound club. On the downside, he is
somewhat of a soft player and there
isn’t much aggression to his style of
play. Despite only having a half decade of football experience, Faalele
has constantly made improvements.
However, there is a long way to go
and he is as much of a prospect as
there has ever been. The size is too
much to ignore, but teams will have
a lot to consider before drafting one
of the biggest players in NFL history.
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OT12

MINNESOTA 6’8” | 384 LBS

#100 CARSONSTRONG
PROS:

CONS:

•

•

•
•

LIVE ARM THAT CAN THROW A
COUNTRY MILE
ACCURACY IS SOLID FOR CLASS
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU
GET

•
•

REPORTS INDICATE HE WAS
NOT PRAISED FOR INTERVIEWS
LACKS QB IQ FOR THE NFL
WEAK GAME MANAGER

SCOUTING REPORT
Strong has a huge arm and loves to air it out. He makes
great reads and especially loved to challenge man defenders on the outside against his favorite target, Romeo
Doubs. He gets knocked on for his mobility, but I actually
find it above average when trying to move around the
pocket, which happens a lot. However, he almost never
scrambles and finished every season with negative rushing yards because of that. The mobility reminds me a bit
of Big Ben; he is never going to be taking over with his
legs, but he often escapes collapsing pockets and finds a
way to get a throw off down field.
The arm talent might be the best in the class and he hits
routes all over the field and plays with great anticipation,
which I’d say place him second to Pickett in that category. His mental processing and QB IQ are above Willis
and Howell, but also below Pickett and most comparable
with Matt Corral. The biggest knock on Strong, outside
of his questionable medical past, is his inability to manage games…it is almost like he had zero clutch ability
in some pretty big moments. For example, during one
bad moment against San Diego State where the Wolfpack
were up three with just five minutes remaining, Strong
elected to take a 3rd down deep shot while he had a wide
open receiver across the middle well past the chains (3rd
and 3 to be exact). Although the team still won the game,
this could have been costly and portrayed terrible clock
management as well as poor play calling. It’s worth
mentioning that Strong reportedly interviewed as poorly as any QB has in recent memory, which certainly has
tanked his stock.
There are other frequent moments where he goes for deep
rather than moving sticks and was not amazing in red
zone because he almost always favored forcing the ball
outside the numbers when had guys wide open across the
middle. He is a big shot gun slinger, but has great placement and accuracy, so he got away with it. In the NFL,
that could translate to a ton of 3 and outs. Strong really
kept impressing me with his accuracy all over the field,
but there is a lot of growth ahead of him at the next level.
He can drop it in a bucket and threads the needle with
solid zip, but the game management will be a constant
area for improvement.
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QB6

NEVADA 6’3” | 226 LBS
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